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Gain Over '57 Of $2 Million'
Reflected In Bank Statements

WASHINGTON (UPI) - GenGeorge C. Marshall was rushed to
the Fort Bragg. N. C., army Hospital today after suffering what a
Calloway County banks have 1957 amounted to $17.419.660.00
spokesman in his office here
total assets of almost twenty and while statements at the end of
called a "brain spasm."
The spokesman said he believed one-half million dollars, accord- 1958 reflected total deposits of
The outstanding young man of the 78-year
-old retired general ing to bank statements released 518.221,309.65.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Lei - de rata.) past few days that there would
1958. fruit Murray and Calloway suffered
The funeral of Dr. Rob Mason
This is a gain in deposits over
this week.
a
"minor
stroke."
Garcia. 25. a mecharae for Auto- be executions.
County. will be named at a banwill be held at his home "The
The Bank of Murray and the 1957 of $801.849.85.
Marshall, World War II Army
Dawn was beginning to break Oaks" this afternoon at 4:00 o'quet on Januery 29, according
b?s Modelo A Sao':'cc. a bus
The Bank of Murray's report
chief of staff and later secretary Peoples Bank are in the city
cffipany in nie r••n-n arovincial as .we arrived at the range. A 'lock Bro Kenneth Matthews.
to a release today from Dr. Bill of
and the Dees Bank of Hazel is showed assets of 13,194,377 50,
state
Defense,
and
fell
ill
at
capital of Saatnarn in eastern volley ef shcts broke out as w: Bro. Paul Lyles. and Bro J. E.
Pogue and John Sammons, cohis home at Pinehurst, N; C., in HNel, just south of- the city. and total 'deposits of $12.482,243 Cuba, was ^ne of the few ciyil- stopped. and my passengers, who Urderwooci will officiate.
chairman of the Junior Chamber
Total assets of the three banks 05.
His spokesman at the Defense
ians who witnened the mass exe- had been chatting en route, sudof Commerce "Distinguished Ser- Department
Dr Ma ,n died suddenly when
The Peoples Bank statement
amounted to $20.401,874.98 acsaid
the
that
fivevice Award" committee.
cution Monday of 71 "war cri- denly became silent„
he suffered a heart attack at
star general "evidently passed cording to the statements. Total indicated total assets of 56.243.They were ordered to debark 10:45 yesterday morning as he
minals" by Fidel Castro men. His
'red Schultz, principal of Mur- through
the siege and is doing assets for the three banks in 85302 and total deposits of" tn.
account. obtained by UPI Cor- and they got off, awkardly, their "as nreparing to enter the opera'
ray ingh School, won the convet1957 were $18,512,857 73 giving an 884 315.40
)
quite
well."
respondent Charles Schuman, fol- bound hands scmewhat of a hin- ting room to perform surgery no
ed-award last year.
The Dees Bank of Hazel, alHe said that Brig. Gen. Fran- increase of 51,889.017 25 for 1958.
drance. They broke up into little a patient. He was at the scrub
lows.
The selection of the outstandTots deposits tor the three though the smallest bank in the
cis Pruitt. chief of medicine at
groups of three, four and five.
ing young man of the year, is an
ansk when he was stricken. Dr.
the Army's Walter Reed Medical banks 7 the end of business in county fills a need in the southBy tnIfi NE CABO GARCIA
There were two buses and an A. D. Butterworth was at his
annual project of the Junior
ern section of Calloway County.
Center here, had been in touch
Written for Wal
army truck parked to one side 'Ode at the time. His death was
Chamber of Commerce.
The statement shows total asset!
with Marshall's doctor at Fort
when
I
got
The
there.
Mine was the almest immediate.
individual selected can be Bragg,
of $943.844.46 and total deposit!
SANTIAGO DE CUBA (UPI)Col. Merrill Powell, chief
last
between
load.
Later. 1 learned that
the ages of 21 and 36, of medicine.
Panbearerr will be ReiagRobinof $854,7a1 20. A similar increase
The shots from the firing squad
shooting,
had begun at 4 a. m gen. Edgar Maddox. Morris Madin 1959 will put the Dees Bank
and he &does not have to be a
rang out all morning and I heard
William E. Dodson
Marshall was 78 on Dec. 31.
member of the Jaycees.
over the million dollar mark.
an officer say, "Let': get this When I got there it was about dox. Jame: Rudy Allbritten, Rob
He is one of the few American
William E. Dodson, Manager of
The winner will be presented Officers to
Officers of the Peoples Bank
over with quick:. I have , a pain 5:30 and one of the July 26th of- Huie, Lloyd Alibi-Wen. Burial
carry the rank of genficers told ine 22 had already win be.in the city ceineteryn- the Consumer Credit Dept. of a • distinguished service award
are as follows:
In my soul"
•
•
eral of the Army.
The body will be at his home the Peoples Bank, has been pro- as !the "Young Man of the Year."
Hugh L. Houston, chairman of
I felt the same wan.
knew been shot.
Only Wednesday. President Ei&la nominations will be jud.Mr. Bessie Herning, age 78, the board; H. Glenn Doran, presi**me Prisoners Crying
moted to Assistant Vice Presi'until the funeral hour.
these men were mur.aerers and
senhower told a National Press
ged
on the contributions the inpassed away at 7:30 Wednesday dent; Carl B. Kingins. executive
I looked at the clusters of prisHis daughter Mrs. Gaylord For- dent. Dodson has been with the
deserved to be shot, hut S r
Club audience here in a reminishelp shuddering and identlying oners. Some were crying; some rest, had just returned to her bank since 1953 when he set up dividual has made to the corn- cence about his World War II morning at the home of her vice-president; R. H. Fahvell,
rnnself with them every time the chatting some nervously shifttny home in Fatl's Cherch. Virginias Ike Consumer Credit department. mu iii t y welfare, evidence of days that he had an "almost ven- daughter in Hazel. Death came to vice-president; L. D. Outland.
Mrs. Herning following an ill- vice-president; William M. Boyd.
;heir feet: same silent.
when she received word of her In this five year period the Dept. leadership ability, and of person- eration" for
Olney sounded
Marshall. his old
ness of about six months.
An army officer beckoned, and father's death, and returned im- has grown to $650.000.00 and al business progress.
cashier; A. L. Burkeen, ass't
It began for me early Mondey
boss.
She is survived by two daugh- cashier: William E. Dodson, manAnyone may make a nominamaiming when I was in the e-,- two prisoners advanced to 'a mediately to Murray. • arriving 1600 customers.
ters, Mrs. Elmer Jones of Hazel ager con. cr dept., Harvey Ellis,
Dodson is a graduate of The taln by sending the name of
,rage working on a motor. Army 'arge trench at the end of the late last night.
and Mrs Irma Woodsof Bowling Farm representative; William B.
Other than Mrs. Forrest, Dr. School of Consumer Banking at their selection to Mr. Bill Pogue.
headquarters telnahnned to send a range. They stood in front of the
Green. St* is also survived by Milstead, auditor.
bus to La Carcel de Boniato trench as the firing squad got Mason is survived by three sis- The University of Virginia. He Box 147. Murray. Kentucky.
one eon Raymond Henning of
Information needed will be
Directors at the bank are FleetPrison. There was no bus driver ready. An officer gave the word ters. Mrs. R. H. Hicks of Hazel. Ii a member of The American
and six shots rang out.
Mrs. R. B. Chrisman of Paris. Legion, V F W and Chairman the name of the nominee, their Wedmaday's templets record fol- Hazel. Mts. Herning's husband wood Crouch, A. F Doran. H.
around so I went Myself.
preceded her in death several Glenn Doran. R. H. Falwell. Hugh
The two bodies fell back into ,nd Mrs. Bertha Maddox of Hazel. of The Callaway County Armed address, age, basis of nomination, lows:
At La Carrel. 12 of the convict
year. ago.
and name of person submitting
the grave, and lieuttnant peeled He has two grandchildren, Ted Forces Advisory Council
L. Houston, Conrad H Jones, Carl
•ed ones, their hands tied in
Census
42
The furigt
* pistil in hued. reedy tek...ggr and Bob Forrest and several :.‘ffe _la a member of Mernarial then:tante 'of the nominee
M
vactla were haid B. Kill:Ivrea Lynnwo el Morris L.
of them with rope were w
Bede
&fun
85
at one o'c
the coup de grace. if neressare neices and nephews who survive
'jr-.5rff
'ptist Church where he serves
- Outland. Gorge F Overhel•
nig July 26th rebel guards
Zmergency Beds
23
Methodist Church with Bro. Den- and H T Waldrop.
on. the board cd trustees. Dodson
I didn't feel well.
him.
"MTh them.
Patients
Admitted
2
Two more prisioners moved up e His wife, Mrs Mason. preceded lives on North latth St. Ext. with
nieKnott and Bro. Paul MorOfficers and directors of the
..Climb Into Sus
Patients Dismissed
gan officiating Burial will be Bank of Murray were published
They climbed into the bus. and to their grave Again. six shots him in death several Years ago his wife and three children.
Citizens
New
in the Spring Hill Cemetery near in a Ledger and Times story
I was told to go to the city jail rang out and their bodies topped
Patients admitted from Monday Clinton
yesterday
where I picked up 11 more pris- back Then two more and two
Rescue Squad To Meet
10:00 a. m. to Wednesday 9:00
The stockholders and directors
oners Then one guard told me to more.
a. Ifs•
About 10 to 15 minutes separatmeeting of the Dees Bank if
A cane° meeting f the Murdrive to El Campo de Tire-, a MaBud l 'Stroud. 702 West Main;
ed each minion A priest acHazel was held on January 13
ray Rescue Squad is to be held
ng range near San Juan Hill.
Miss Jean- Butterworth. 103 No.
and the following officers were
on Thursday night at 7:30 p.m.
I knew what was up It was companied each pair of prisoner'
14th.;
Louie
Mrs,
York.
Rt.
2;
An
accident
was
on
the
reported nits
last march
named: J M. Marshall. president
common talk in town during the
Mr. and Mrs. Max Farley, at the city hall. All members are
morning at 8.55 at 12th. and Main Benton: Mrs Noel Rupert MelDies like Hero
H
Newport. vice-president
A
616-A Jarneswood Drive, Padu- , urged to be present for the
ton and baby boy. Rt. 1, Almo;
.;
reels.
I saw one man. Lt Despairs.. cah announce the
Ellis R Paschall, vice-president;
arival of a! election of officers for the folMrs.
Willis
Fielder.
Rt
8;
Mrs.
John
B
Evans
of Mayfield
chief of army pr ;w1 cars in San- son, Kenneth Wilson,
Elizabeth H. Marshall. cashier:
8 pounds lowing year.
Route two struck the side of a Clarence Cavitt. Star R u t e,
tiago and a well-knoym murder- and 1 14 ounces
Mrs Myrtle H White, book keepborn. Sunday
Mayfield;
Mrs.
Charles
Johnson
1951
Ford
driven by Robert M
er, go to his deatb like a hero. morning at the Baptist...hospi
er; and Bobby J Latimer, book
18 VISITOR HERE
tal
Barrett of Murray route five and baby girl. 803 Birch St..
He was convicted of having killed in Paducah. Both mother
keeper.
and
Mrs J. D. Hamilton has as her Police said Evans
Benton;
Mrs.
Moore,
Rt.
Novella
31 persons and I'm sure he killed son are doing fine.
was
Directors of the bank are J. M.
driving
Mrs. Fariey guest this week her daughter.
4;
Mrs.
Henry
C.
West.
Rt.
I;
a
1947
Oldsmobile
East on Main
many more Every lip in Santiago is the former Myra
Marshall, Darwin N White, Ellis
Jo Shrader Mrs. Glayds Hagenmeyer of GrosJoe
Mrs
Hargis,
Rt.
1:
Mrs.
Lesstreet
and Barrett was going
hated and feared him. A second four year, full tuition R. Paschall. Bert Taylor. William
(31 Murray. The maternal grand- -e Point Shores, Michigan Mrs.
lie Ellis. 909 Sycamore; Hoyt E.
north on 12th.
He was a regular army man mother is Mrs. Minnie
scholarship has been made avail- M. Erwin. H. A. Newport.
Bell Hagenrneyer's husband is on a
Lamb.
Hazel;
Mrs.
Vernon
Nance,
Considerable damage was done
He a•ked permission to direct his Stirader of Murray
able to Case Institute ot Techa nd the six weeks Safari in Africa She I,
Rt. 2.
both cars.
awn execution and.it was granted. paternal grandparents
nology Cleveland, Ohio, by The
are Mr. will also spend some time with
Patients
from
d
armband
Monday
Yesterday an accident occurred
He was the only man who went and Mrs:: Wilson Farley
Tappan Company of Mansfield,
of Mur- her sister, Mrs. Mavis Moore in
10:00
a.
to Wednesday 9:00
m.
Ohio for the 1959-60 school year,
ayrnan G Chappell, Southern alone; all the others were In. ray.
Lebanon, Tenn
a• m•
(Continued on Page Six)
and will be awarded to some
istrict Manager of Doane Agri- pairs.
Mrs.
Stella
Furchess,
Rt.
1;
Mrs.
Me marobed la -the graver famed
Richland County (0.) high school
Itural Service. Memo-his. TenLewis
Hudspeth
and
baby
boy.
e. will address the Calloway the firing squad, called -Atten,Box n 494; Mrs. Luther Gardner graduate or dependent of a Tap,pan Company em p 1 oy e e who
u rrty Agracutture Council, tion! Ready! Aim! Fire!" and
and -baby alit P. 0. 136x 673
shows An exceptiunia inierein and
ursday night. 7:30 om.. sea fell dead into the grave.
.Paeis.
Tenn
-Master
'Thomas
.
tt.
When it was an- ever 1 had to
' ability in the field of science.
ding to Harvey Ellis, FrogEarheart.
Rt
3.
Tenn.;
Dover,
Announcement of the scholarChairman. Mr. Chappell will drive some soldiers to town. then
0. A- Harker, Puryear. Tenn.;
'ship, second to be awarded Case
use the latevt "Agricultural I put the bus away andl went
Charles
Mrs
Warner
and
baby by the Mansfield firm, was made
tIonik Information" with this home I had been up all night.
boy. Rt. 4, Mrs Richard Allen
The National Conference on
Mother wanted to feed me but
today by Dr Kent H. Smith,
p rat farm organization leadand
baby
boy.
Box
301
Spiritual Birth and Growth for
College %Acting president of the
I couldn't eat. I went to bed but
school.
Station: John L. Nix, 1318 Popthe Methodfst Church will be
e Doane Agricultural Sere- couldn't sleep. I kept hearing
lar; Mrs. Herbert Underwood Rt. and Paul I. Berno, Vice Presi- held at Kenlake Hotel January
,
hota.
Treasurer
and
dent
Tappan.
of
St. Louis, Missouri, with
I, Hazel; Edgar Rhodes, Rt. 4;
20-23. according to a statement
eh Mr. Chappell is associated,
Mrs. Albert Key. 611 So. Broad: ,Last year the company provided by Reverend Paul T. Lyles. Minfour-year, $10,000 scholarship
the oldest and largest organiMin. Jessie Crago, Rt. 2; Mrs. a
which Case awarded to Allan isters will come from all point.;
ion in the United Slates enHenry C. West, Rt. I.
in the United States to hear Dr.
Ann Lutz. a Shelby High School
ed •n farm management, rural
Sidney Callaghan of Belfast, Iregraduate.
praising and agricultural reland. who is being brought to
The scholarship won by Lutz
rrh Farms and ranches are'
the United States for the first
was restricted to students who
naged all over the United
.were graduated from Richland time.
tee by this farm management!
The conference is a depth study
County high schools and resided
'ice.
•
into the nature of Spiritual Berth
in the county. The new scholarUnited Press international
rofessor Are Scott, President'
and Growth. Some 225 ministers
the Calloway group states'
A snidwestern
fog blanket, ship will be open to all students will attend
the meeting.
t he is pleased to have this
which eitosed airports and slowed in the county school system, reThe conference is planned by
ted farm ypecialist to address
ground traffic, gradually titled to- gardless ofwhere they live, and the
Board of Evangelism of the
N
day under the influence of a new also to . dependents of Tappan
1 oc a 1 agricultural council.
G
MAYFIELD (UPI) - Former
Earnest
Company etraployees a n d em- Methodist Church
cold
air
mass.
urges all members to be
Six Murray High School stud- Dick Sykes of Murray. He has three years,' regional and state
Thomas is in charge.
Rep Noble J. Gregory,
ployees of four Tappan subsidarctic
The
nt. He also extends an in- U. S
cold
front
displaced
defeated for renomination last ents are members of the Quill and been in Hi-Y three years. Tiger music fetivals, and three years unseasonably
tation to any interested person
mild readings as it iaries in the United States and
May. has been ousted as a di- Sctoll Society. This society is Staff two years, football three i n various girls' choral ensembles. pushed across the
hear Mr. Chappell at 730
northern plains Canada.
rector of the First National Bank an honorary national organiza- years, class president three years. She is song leader of the Tr- and Midwest toward
In addition to full tuition, CiVil
in the Science building of
tthe East
tion for outstanding tagb school and youth assembly press rep- Hi-Y, feature editor of
Mayfield.
of
the Tiger.
Readings plunged as much as 'which is $1,200 a year. the schurray State College.
journalists who are chosen by a resentative. He has been Hi-Y and was secretary of the Library
40 degrees at Jamestown, N. D., olarship provides $100 a year to
Gregory was lane of seven di- point system according to par- secretary and is presently vice- Club two
years.
overnight, and drops of as much partially defray student expenses.
rectors who came up for re- ticipation and work on gi school president of this organization. He
provicies for a maaching
election at a stockholders' meet paper. in reporting. typing, sell- is the Editor of the Tiger and
Marilee's parents are Mr. and as 30 degrees were common in It also
Mr: W. C. Easter of 308 North the plains states. Early morning grant to the school for operation.
ing Tuesday. but he was de- ing, ad sales, and other aspects Sports Editor of the Annual.
The Tappan Scholarsh ip will
Eighth Street in Murray She has readings registered 7 degrees be_
feated when a large block of
running a successful paper.
Roszanne is the daughter of been a member of the Student low zero at Minot. N. D., and be granted on the basis af schstockholders wrote in the name
The six students who are memolarship ability in high schaol,
of John Waters. Mayfield oil bers of the society are Beity Mr arid Mrs., Alvin Farris of Council two years being treasurer Havre, Mont
The cold air surged as far individual promise in the scientod areas Intereatiosial
thl,
distributors, Instead.
Hart. Ted Sykes, Roseanne Far- 1708 Olive Extended in Murray. one of those years. She is also
technical or engineering
Plans are underway to form a
ris, Lochie- Overbey, Marilee She has been a member of Tr- a member of the Tiger and Tri- south as Oklahoma ens/ the Texaa tific,
Gregory had been connected Easter, and 'Bill Young.
Hi-Y. Tiger Staff, Band, Glee Hi-Y and is secretary of both panhandle. Snow accompanied the field ,and upon financial need. Murray -Squadron af the Civil
Seuttrweet Kentucky - Olaudy
scholarship is open to stu- Air Patrol. Captain C W. Smith
*th showers and turning colder with the bank for more than 40
She is assistant ceild in eastern Colorado. Wyo- The
Betty is the daunhter of Mr. Club, G. A A's the junior Play, organizations
editor of the Annual and a Na- ming. weetern Nebraska, Texas dents in Richland parochial of Princeton... will be present in
ay Afternoon temperatures in years It had been widely pre- and Mrs. Dan Hart of Route
'Annual
Staff,
and
participated
5.
and Oklahoma Two inches of schools as well as county school Murray tonight at 8:00 p.m.. at
upper 30s. Cloudy and much dicted that he would succeed Murray. Her many school activi- in the Quad State Glee Club one tional Merit Scholar.
snow accumulated in the Oklaho- Punnis.
roorn 208 Wilson Hall on the
er tonight, with light snow C C Wyatt as president Wyatt ties include F. H. A... G. A. A's, year. Sloe is currently business
Bill is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ma panhandle and snow flurries
The Tappan Company subsid- Murray State Campus. •
ible. Low tonight 24 Friday became president on the death Tri-Hi-Y. Glee Club, Student manager of the Tiger Staff.
Robert Young of Route 2, Mur- occured as far south as Amea- iary firms include The Murray
All persons interested in -the
oatly cloudy and much colder. of Ed Gardner, Mayfield Finan- Council, Band, Pep Band„ Tiger
Lochie is the daughter of Mr. ray. He played football two years rill°, Tex.
ManulacturiniCompany of Mur- formation of such an organization
cin last June.
Staff, Annual Staff. and Junior and Mrs. Wells Overby of 407 and baseball
Champion
Weathermen
The
y;
three
u
has
Kent
years,
ray.
blamed
Wednesare asked to be on hand at this
Temperatures at 5 am, net.:
Gardner gave .Gregory a job Play. She was flag twirler and North Seventh Street in Murray. been a member of the Tiger day's midwesst fog
on a flow of Molded Plastics Company of Bryling Green 51, Paducah 39, as teller In the bank more than secretary-treasurer for the band,
She has been in Tri-Iii-Y two Staff two years and is now sports mild, moisture-laden air in ad- an, Ohio; The O'Keefe and MerWhen formed, the squadron
vington 45. llopkinsville 53, 40 yers ago, and he rose, to is the chaplain of the Tri-Hi-Y. years,
Tiger Staff two years. editor, is a member of the Stud- vance of the cold front. Visibili- ritt Company of Los Angeles, will receive equipment in
the
uisville 52, Lexington 50, and the I "
a tnsa ”n• job he is Student Council treasnrer, and G. A. A.'s two years, Junior ent Council and the Annual Staff, ties in parts of Wisconsin, Illinois California; and The Gurney form of planes, etc.
to aid thenf
don 53.
aani when he was app i e to copy editor of the Tiger.
Play. Annual Staff, Library Club and participated in the Regional and Indiana were reduced to near Products Ltd. of Montreal, Can- in carrying out the
mission of
Evansville, Ind., ail
"
- ed is the son Of Mr. and Mrs. two years. Quad State Glee Club Speech Festival two
congress in la6.
(Continued an Page Six)
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and the impossible,
She was 77 years of age
As a lake without an Gullet bepasswho
Phillips
Jim
widow of
stagnant so a life that
ago on Jan- comes
years
three
ed away
self centered becomes bitter and
uary 5.
strip- unattractitie.
Farmers have been busy
especially
The minds of some christian,
family,
want
the
to'
them
aces
Darnell
of
Ronnie
lot
and Mrs.
ping tobacco a
like concrete, thorotighly
are
they
so
night
Max.
stripped
Fr.iday
o get their crisp
4itn
et near Hardin spent
permanently se'
Easley.
ed:and
barns
Mrs.
tobacco
the
with her parents. Mr: and
-The world's shortest
a few days can
Petry
Nettie
MrsDurwood Potts.
Rip
by_traffic
He is her pastor.
Clifton Hart and is preached
Lots of sickness and dea,hs
.attended
Carnell
right.
George
Mrs.
Mrs.
aunt,
Last few weeks.
Mrs. scn. Jimmy visited his
Lazy 15a-isy
funeral ,of her couisin
Mr. Carnell
Scrry to hear of the death of :ht.
which George Carnell and
9.
January
.•
Effie
Mrs.- Oliver who passed away
• nd Mrs
ndra>a
conducted at the Burn's SuM
and
Read Our Classifieds
Due to rain, heavy freezes
at the Murray rest home a few was
BurMayfield.
in
Chapel
Funeral
aim •
are
roads
ime
days no.. Her son, Max Oliter
liaws
Mayfield cemeter,
is our nieghbor. our sympathy ial was in
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
5130.000
New School Buildings
Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation

1

bob bet PICHMIT

ANIMUS DI

Super Right Quay

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks. Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Howe Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

Pork Roasrt
- •

-

IRTHDAY

I know that my redeemer liveth and that
he shall stand at the latter day upon the
Job 19:25.
earth.
Job had an inner certainty independent of
philosophical proof. No one understands th e
reason for these moments of illumination, but
it worked all right %% ith

Dr. William T. Dims

Ten Years Ago Today
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lb.
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CHIROPRACTOR

Ground Beef
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Vihitinorce:Fied
Fish Sticks

Sliced Bacon rg" Y.: 39(
450
Pork SteaksButt
Canned Picnics 3 199
69c
Sandw. Ste s
Fresh
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f. Leslie R. Putnam of the Fine .Arts Departm
Disn
Souther
the
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t-large
tative-a
represen
elected
j
of the National Ag.iociation of Teachers of Singing
1
29.
!
of. Putnam has been on the Murray State faculty
19:11.
preach
he Rev. 0. A. Marrs. of Jackson. Tenn., will
at the First Methodist Church Sunday morning.
Fill he
The Calloway County Basketball Tournament
*racket
uppler
the
In
29.
and
olaSed on January 27. 28.
Alm°,
are Lynn Grove, Murray Training School. and lower
New Concord. and Kirksey are in the
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307 North Fourth St.
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I arraret Padgett) was given, at the home
Jantrary
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p.m.
600
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e
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A.
N.
Mrs.
ther.
in Hardin.
1
Mrs. Ella Wyatt. age 62. died at
,.•
morning at S o'clock following an illness of one
her
visiting
ia
is
Californ
of
Gatten
Nr Miss Mildred
5th Street.
Ale Mrs. Ralph Wear. North
several
nerzed with hospital work in that state for
,
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BOONE CLEANLY',
South Side Square
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39•

8 1 0419
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Do-It-Yourself Encyclopedia
VOL. 12,

All Volumes
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Nabisco Ritz Crackers a
Sunshine Krispy Crackers
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Rolls

* COMING SUNDAY! *
Pat Boone -in- "MARDI GRAS" - Color
•
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Clorox Bleach .19 ,f1 37c
4 35c
Tissue pi.rth.
Vaseline 33it 69

Disney Brings

clip
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Pure LARD
Dial Soap

LOOK!
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(B )10 Lb. 794

APPLES

Crisco short.„,n,
Lestoil
Corn

HEY

Bag

59c

TOMATOES
Grapefruit
POTATOES

- LADIES SPECIAL
THIS WEEK ONLY!
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The World Beyond Imagination,
Where Adventure Never Enda!
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SEE HOW GOOD
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Red Sox To
Expect Much
From Wertz

PAGE THREE

Murray Prepares
Place your order now ....

For Western

Vic Weitz, one of baseball's
"hard luck" players, is being
The Murray State Thorough- who could hit ,and much of our
By TIM MORIARTY
cant Army post and hinted it counted on today to bring the breds, beaten by Eastern 77-69, other troubles came from playUnited Press international
i Will be filled "quickly."
Heston Red Sox luck on the Monday night,. • began preparing ing 4 games in 6 nights. NeverPOINT, N. Y. (UPI) ---' Vince Lombardi, another lead- road this Year.
,Wednesday for their game Satur- theless, I thought the boys did
While Army brass moved fast'ing candidate to succeed Blaik,
Wertz, 33-year old outfielder- day night with Western at Bowl- a great job of coming back under
jib find a replacement for Earl said at his home in Englenvood, firstabaseman acquired from the ing Green.
pressure, even though they fell,
.rilfed) Blaik, the outgoing head N. J., that he "certainly would" Cleveland Indians last month, beThe Racers, who last Saturday short."
•
coach of the cadet football team be interested in returning to came the first Red Sox player to had come from 8 points back (sir
The Maroons hit at a
today cleared up the "mystery" the pdint, where he once served sign for 1959 when he
returned Tennessee Tech in the last five clip in the first half, connecting'
that prompted his sudden retire- as an assistant coach. However, his contract to General Manager minutes of the game to win 09- on 18 of
shots from the field
ment.
the curient offense coach at the Joe Cronin Monday. Cronin dis- 61, tried hard to bounce back and 13 of 15 free throws. For
- Actually, there was no mystery New York Giants has "not been closed Wertz enclosed a note from an Eastern lead that at one the game they hit 51 per cent of
connected with his resignation, contacted yet."
saying, "You'll probably find Nike time was 19 points, but they their field goal attempts.
Blaik declared, for it was a move
All Army football coaches ink is hardly dry, I'm so anxious could never quite make it.
One consolation for Mdrray
he had been contemplating for since the first world war have to play with Boston."
With seven minutes to go in was the improved play of Ken ,
several months. And he cate- been West Point graduates, and
Manager Mike Higgins said he the game the Eastern lead was Wray and Mike O'Riordan, both
ilcally
dented various reports this is expected to weigh heavily plans to alternate Wertz and cut to 7 at 67-60, and with less of whom had been injured, and I
o
t he had been feuding with ;n Hall's favor.
Dick Gernert at first base and than a minute to go the Maroons both of whom had had trouble
ademy officials.
added: "Wertz should be especial- led by only 6 at 75-99, but each with timing and errors after re"I have had disagreements but
ly valuable to us where we time they managed to stop the turning to action.
,'they've 'all been minor," Blaik
Ken Peterson, 6-9 center for'
really need help — on the road. Racers' rally short.
ridiculous
to
think
aid. "It is
the Racers, bruised 'his side dur-'
And, he aleivays has gone well
Murray
Coach
Luther
Cal
that I would quit because of a
said
ing the game, and as of now his
in Detroit and at New York*
that his learn was beaten by a condit:on for the Western game',
all thing like a disagreement
Yankee Stadium -i."
line
clulb
ball
having
one
of
its
Bowl policy."
Saturday night is uncertain.
'Pitiful ,Road Record
Family pressure and an "exOf the Western game, Luther,
Higgins referred to the Red beter nights. "Unfortunately, we
having
were
one,"
a
bad
he
tient" offer of .an executive
said, "We'll battle them like,
Sox' pitiful road record last
continued.
shooting
"Our
was
off,
ition with an aircraft firm
we've battled every other team
season when they won 22 games
V'OD) were offered as the real
and last 55. Despite this per- our defense was weak, and we we've played. However, we may
made
far
too
many
floor
tins that prompted Blaik to
mistakes. have trouble getting up for the
formance, the Red Sox managed
tire after a quarter of a cento wind up third in the American Much of our defensive trouble game after having to play all
Thursday.
came
an.
from
15th
J
my scrambling the out for
ry as a head coach.
League.
SI V games in succesPuryear at Hazel
The 61-year old ex-cavah-yWertz suffered a broken leg lineup, trying to find someone sion."
Friday,
16th
Jan.
an had been plagued by heavy
last 3,r•ar and missed all but the
S. Marshall at Carlisle Co.
leis ever since his bout with
last month of the season. He got !
Almo at Kirksey
neumonia during the 1954 caminto 25 games in September,1
Lynn Grove at Fulgharn
ign, and his family had bebatted .2'79 and knocked in 12
Greensburg at Benton
increasingly concerned aruns.
Fulton Co. at Murray Tr'ng
ut his health.
The
Indians, meanwhile.
Regarding reports he will soon
brought their satisfied list to 26
with the announcement that
sLitch his executive talents front
pitchers Dick Sttgman, Bob Tie-,
e playing field to the business
fenauer and Al Cicotte a n d
world, Blaik revealed he is considering "two or three" possible
shortstop Dick Strickland have,
positions — "one as a foundation
agreed to terms. Stigman was
la-7 at Mobile, Tiefenauer was
head and two in business."
17-5 with a 1.99 earned ruta
United Prose Internaticenal
achieved before an overflow, basMeanwhile, Dale Hall, Blaik's
average as a relief ace for Tor- 'North Carolina's trernendou ketball
mad crowd of , 12,50% at
1
chief assistant and scout for the
and
onto
had'
Cicotte
k 3-4 rec- Tar Heels put in their bid for Raleigh, N. C.,
Saturday, J an uaty 17
was
the Tar
past three years. disclosed he
ord with the Indians last season. the nation's No. 1 basketbail Heels
lOth in 11 starts this
already has applied for the va- .. Western at Bowling Green
Strickland was on the voluntarily ranking today on the basis of
season. The loss was only North
retired list in 1956.
performance that even move Carolina State's second in 13
A's Sign Simpson
their coach to say, "I didn' games.
Other signings:
expect the boys to be this good
At Winston-Salem, N. C., Wake
Al Smith signed with the Chi- so soon."
Sorest jumped to a 13-point lead
cago White Sox and accepted a
Tar Heel Coach Frank Mc at hart-time and went on to
slight pay cut. He hit .252 and Guire readily admitted his team wallop
South Carolina. 88-56.
drove in 58 runs in 139 games fooled even him when it cam George
Ritchie led the Deacons
last season.
trorn behind to upset second With 19 points.
Harry (Suitcase) Simpson, who ranked North Carohna State. 72
In other games around the
hit .253 in 76 games for Kansas 68, in overtime Wednesday nigh country,
Dayton beat Xavier of
City last year, returned his siSta- on the Woldpack's home court to ighio, 60-456,
Bowling Green deed contract and predicted "ION assume leadership of the Atlantis gated
Toledo, 72-94, Maryland
will be a better year than 1956". Coast Conference.
topped Georgetown, 61-53; Navy
Simpson hit .293 and knocked
-They're sure terrific unde seuttled Brandeis. 82-39; Portland
in 105 runs in 1956.
pressure," McGuire said of hi licked Portland State, 71-60;
TarnCatch Ed Bailey, star rookie ,fourth-ranked Tar Heels w h o, pie
d ow ned Delaware, 64-46;
in 1957 but a disappointment last were supposed to be "a yearj Holy Cross mauled
Assumption,
season, signed with the CIncin- away" due to lack of experience. 80-4/7;
St. Joseph's whipped St,
nati Redlep. He is oN. 5 CC "Although they don't always pla erancis
(Pa.), 82-66; LeiSalle upGabe Paul's satisfied list.
the way I tell them, they wi set Syracuse, 79-71; Pennsylvania
the garnet on their own."
defeated Columbia, 87-74, and
Wednesday night's v ict or
Arm3 'beat Yale, 74-57.
NAME BASEBALL SPEAKERS
- NEW YORK (UPI) — Francis
Cardinal Spelknan and Mayor
United Prase International
Robert F Wagner of New York
CH1DCACAD (UPI) — Sonny
will be the principal speakers
at the 36th annual dinner and Nay, ITS. Chacagu. outpointed
HAL NEWHOUSER
PLEADS FOE KIS UFO--A Batista government secretary
show of the New York Baseball Roque Maravilla, 172, Boise, IdaUnited Frees International
pleads with • rebel captain (left) for her if. in Mantanzas
ho
(IO).
Writers
Association
to be held
Hal Newhouser, latt_• levelonprovince, where rebels said she caused death of twt.; youths
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Feb.
,n left-handed pitcher for the
by informing on them. She was doomed to face firing squad.
1.
Detroit Tigers, suddenly (Duna
.POSTPONE BOUT
BOSTON (UPI) — Next Mon- hi:nista in 1944 and posted a
day's scheduled 10-round middle- 29-9 record. He was 25-e the
weight fight between Paul Pend- next year and 29-9 in 19415 but
en of Brookline, Mass., and when he skidded to 17-17 in
Rooky Tornasello of Mattawan, 1947 there were many who called
N.J. has been postponed. The Hal a "war-tlrne wonder." He
.1 bout was called off by promoter promptly corrected that impres'Johnny Buckley because Fender sion in '48 by leading the league
with a 21-12 record. A great
is ill with a virus infection.
drawing card. Hal's duals with
Gtevehrnd's Bobby. -Pellet were
FIRE ASSISTANT
sure-tire at the box-office. In
STIAREKSVE.IIF
Miss. (UPI) 1944-45 he wOn the American
State's head football coach, an- League's Most ValUable Player
nounced Monday that assistant Award
coaches Bob Kellogg and Harper
Whatever happened
to Hal
Davis. have been fired The dis- Newhouserl Now 37, he lives In
ROTATES AUTOMATICALLY
AIMS YOUR ANTENNA
missals are believed to have been a su,burb of Detroit where he is
to track down the hest
straight at the sending
I brought about by the school's engaged in recreation work and
possible picture on every
N.1
tower of the channel
poor 3-6 won-lost record last serves as a scout for the Baltichannel.
li ,
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Whatever
Happened To

SERVICE
Will you need a rubber-stamp with your new phone
number, or perhaps your name and address for
stamping envelopes and checks? They're so
convenient .... and so easy to get. They
are priced reasonably, too.

Call PLaza 3-1916
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XI1M°

COLt
MENS SUITS all sizes

CDR ROTOR

OL
Jar

FEE

•

Tarheels Push
For Top Spot

Racer
Schedule

41

marvel scans the skies

like radar to pull in better pictures on your set!

A

A

sli*enatilt YOU Met 11111111011t1 with weak or snowy picture and
"ghosts" on so many channels' Like most people, you're probably in a location where TV signals come from many directions
-not Just the one your antenna Ws, set up to face
MUT Till IS SSW IT? Make your •ntenn• work 3 or I times more
efficiently and bring in the best possible picture from any
direction. What you need is the WV marvel that causes your
antenna to Circle and Detect like Radar -the CDR ROTOR.
WY AS 111114111141111(11 Here's all you do to pull in el
sharper, stronger pictures:
1. Turn handy Skyot000p Direction Selector on CDR'. beautiful Milo Control Cabinet,
5. Rotor at the bag* of your roof-antenna turns it in a complete circle till you oft the picture clearer than over before.
3. Lift your Auger from the Selector said your antenna automatically lock. in position.
Simple, isn't al So w14 settle for half.way TV? Pull in all
the channels your *et is equipped to receive- with • thrifty
CDR ROTOR.

NOW'Start getting
parfect TV pictures
with a

COACHES

CDR

READ EMT ACTUAL USERS SAY!
Hiincired• of tlionstived• of CDR Rotors
are now in woe sad IN TV reception
•reas just like yours.

GROUP

I SMALL GROUP
49.50 to 59.50 val.

1 GROUP
49.00 to 55.00 val.

-—

-$39-9-5

$1500

$7995

1 GROUP ODD LOTS values to $49.50 .

Only '19.

1/3 Off 1 *Sweaters
1/3 Off

One Large Group of Famous Name White

DRESS SHIRTS
$2.95
1 Group MENS SHOES
t°
"

- Regular 10.95 to '12.95

S5 Value

- Regular '10.95 to '16.95

$4.00

$6.90
Reg. $1"TIES only...95c

ROTOR
"Nrimrs

1

49.50 to 69.95 val.

Top Coats

'1114111t STATIONS, llama MMUS. We have
lots of company from far and near, and
they all say we get more stations and
have a better picture than they do. The
rou Roma can not be best."
- M. C J MeCam••. Ashhowir. house,
"STATIPM Set NEM MAUI'or MIMS come
in clean and clear. We never received real
pleasure out of TV till we got the new
CDR RO TOR.”
-Curt. Go••,13•%!••• ft
"Stfillt OOOOOO ST NMI SillitgINSS. Even
though my antenna is • very good one, 1
couldn't get a true, sharp im•ge. Sinee
installing • CDR aoroe, my pictures are
clearer, sharper, steadier. My set behaves
like • brand new one, even though the
nearest TV station is over 46 miles away."
-YAW, A. Mau.'hot Mirk.

a

Perfett TV Il•e•ptao•-

MIKOYAN VISITS A '7VFICAt• U.S. FAMILY-Russian Deputy
Premier AnairtashIlkoyan pats 15-month-old Irene Polowsky
on the cheek after her father, a bus driver, invited him to
visit • "rniddle-clams American home." The family proudly
showed the visitor through the $95-a-month, two-bedroom
apartment_ Later, Mikoyan called boos and egg-throwing incidents. which have marked his visit,•"'ridiculous 6omedy.'

WARD-ELKINS
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
WARD AUTO SUPPLY
PURDOM, INC.

GRAHAM &JACKM!
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Lochie Landoll, Editor

red Gingles
I Mrs.
!Speaks To Sigmas
On Ctentive Aui

Phone PL 3-4707

vI1 101111111

aN44

h(

SOCIALSOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. Dee Guthrie's
Home Meeting Place
For H'makers Club

?rid
— airigles

"Pee,
speaker et Moride). eventrisri
ineetinf of the Sigma dtoartment
cub.
of the Murray ttrum
'si,"
She spoke on -Creative
Mrs. Gingles, introducedby a
member of the proaism committee. Mrs. 0 B. Bone, Jr.,
showed pictures and paper mache
she had made to illustrate her
talk.
Mrs. Bill Thurman, departinent
chairman, presided at the business meet:ng. Plans were made
for the annual Sweetheart dinner
danee to be held February 14 at
the club house.
Hsostesses for the evening were
Mesdames John Neal Purclorn.
Robert Hendon, Glindel Reaves,
Bethel Richardson and Robert
Hopkins.
*4.

•
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The West Hazel Homemakers
club met recently at 1 p.m. in
the home cif Mrs. Bee Guthrie.
Nine members answered the
roll call and one new member
was added.
Mrs. Manic Moore and Mrs.
Tyra Milstesid gave the lesson on
pattern alteration. Mrs. B. Wrat••••
her gave more facts concerning
Thursday, January 22nd
The sixth annual presentation, the less°r1 tic.
_
Mrs. Junior Cook presented
of the Children's Theatre at Slurray State College will be today; notes on highway safety and Mrs- *fain
at 10 am. in the college audt Hatdrell Stoekdale told helpful
• • ••
t.-,rium. It Is presented by the 1 aide in landscaping and gardenF
.1
16
and Sock and Buskin. in'.
.kAUW
The North Murray HomemakThe New Conoord HomemakThe club planned a work day ers club met this week at 1:30
will be "The Emperors
The
play
ers club will mee• in the home
home
of
Mrs.
held
in
the
be
to
of Mrs_ William MXuiston at New Clothes." Admission will be Wattle Mare's for cutting and p.m. in the home of Mrs. Carl
50. cents per person and all chilXi/tains.
10 am.
patterns.
dren of the city and county .are fitting basic •
••• •
Presiding was Mrs. B. J. Hoff•••
osvited to attend.
man, president. The secretary,
Monday, January 19th
••••
•
Mrs. John Workman. read the
The Young Women's Sunday
The Zeta department of the
thinutes and called the roll.
School Class of the First Baptist
Mrs. Charlie Crawford gave
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Woman's cosh will meet at the l
ub house at 8:00 in the evening. .
the lesson on "Pattern Altersthe home of Mrs. Bethel. Rich- club
tion." She read front the Bible;
ardsnn. lair Poplar. Group 3. Hostesses will be Mesdames How-(
Mrs. Art Lee, chairman will be ard Titsworth. Dennis Taylor, 1 The E\.irehan Class of the First PaPushesb18: 24-129, for the devorecently
tl
i
n
Maur.ce
church
met
Ryan
and
Baptist
in charge of the arrangenientx.'Glikarti ROSS.--tionel. Following this, she reCody Caldwell,
the home of Mrs. Robert S. ported to the group on highway
••••
• •••
Jones. Group Five, with Mrs.
Tuesday, January 20th
Jones as captain, was in charge.
Friday, Jaeuary 23rd
:Landscaping notes were preThe Dorcas Class of the First
Mrs. E. D. Shipley gave the sented by Mrs. Preston BoYd.
tomorrow
at
9:10
and
Today
Baptist Church will meet •in the
the
on
theme,
"The
devotional
ClotSeven members and four visitMurray Electric building at 6 p. a.m. "The Ernperor's New
, Home." Mrs. J. I. HO6iCk, presiMesdames 11. Wrather, Grate
in for a chili supper. Group six. hes" will be presented at the
Theatre dent, presided at the business McClain. Lula Mitchell and Boyd,'
with Mrs. Roberta Ward as group sixth annual Children's
sesion.
were present.
captain. will be in charge. The held in the college auditorium.
Members of Group five were ' The next meeting willbe
guest speaker will be Mrs. Nor- Presenting the play are Sock and
Buskin and AAUW Acknission is Mesdames Jones. Ill Douglas, Feibruary 12, Thursday, at 1:30
man Culpepper.
the home of Mrs. Lucien
SO cents per person and all city Jeff Masey, John Riley. Preston ji
••••
Young.
are invited. 1Boyd ,and Fulton Young.
The Music department of the and county children
• • ••
••••
' A party plate was served at
Woman' club will meet for an
t
the close af the meeting to 24
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
Saturday. January 24th
open meeting at 7:30 in the
Main Street, had as their guests
v.ening at the club house The' The Alpha department of the , members.
recently th eir in, Lt. Ted
program will be "Gilbert and Murray Woman's club will met
Sullivan." Hs.siesses will be Mee- at the club house at 230 in thel be Mesdames G. C. Ashcraft, taughn cg Fort Knox, and Miss
Washington,
dames Ruesell Johnson, Ed Grif- afternoon. The program will be William Barker, H. I. Sledd, Syl- Sharon MdMonigle,
Mo.
fin. Don Robinson, William Nall, on Civil defense. Hostesses will I via Attie, Rue Overby.

Thursday, J
y 15 "
The Suzzimah Wesley circle
w::: meet in the home of Mrs.
Paul Lyles a: 11 .a.m
The Home department cr: the
Murray Woman's club will meet
at the club house at 2:30 in the
aft-rneon Program chairman is
Mrs. J. A. Outland. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Ray Kern.
Kerby Jennoigs. Buford Harris.
Clifton Key, Humphrey Key and
R. D. Langston.

John 0. Pasco, Hugo Wilson,
Paul Shahan. William Thomas
and John Waters.
•• • •
The Murray Assembly af Raja_
the
bow for Girls will meet at
Masorric hall at 7 p.m.
••• •

Pattern AIterations
Protram For
'-

North Alutray Club

Mrs. Robert Jones
Hostess At Meeting
tEuzelian Class

FIA
only

5•
$10.
$10.

$39.95)$
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the Chief Executive kept thinking been saying in print and on the
of the work awaiting him and air that he was drifting out Qf
regular contact with the press,
stood'firm,
ackstairs
Ti.
withdrawing from reporters.
To a large degree, these storThis was the President's week
hitohOuse
for clubs. Army-Navy on Monday ies were fueled by the fact that
the National Press Club Wednes- the President-up until Wednesday
day. Before Eisenhower Made his -had held .only four press confery MERRIMAN SMITH
first visit to the,. press club in ences since Oct. 1.
White HOUSE Reporter
of
Although some newsmen blamHINGTON (UP1)—Back- six years as president, some had
ed the pasting the Republicans
his news-gathering hosts
at the White House:
once a month, Washington
mernherS of the Weil. Point
of 1915 gather here at the
-Navy Club for lunch.
ident Eisenhower, one ox
re noted among them, likes
his retired comrades-in
hen he can. But the press
iness seldom permits him
el the two blocks tram the
House more than once or
a year..

At

W

ower did join his classlast Monday. One old
commiserated with the
ecutive about the burhis office and suggested
lighten some of the load
g a cou.ple of drinks.
shook .tils
sident
said cloggonit. he just
do it. Two drinks before
he explained, and he'd be
med sleepy to tackle a
of work in the afterold buddy painted out that
a man 68 years old. presinet, was more or less ento do as he pleased. But

VEHEMENT, THIS lliteUTIA—Cuba's new provisional president,
Manuel Urrutia, looks vehement as Re talks to reporters in
presidential palace In nirvana before Fidel Castro's arrival.

took in the November 3lectians
figures at the White House show
that Eisenhower, ever since his
1955 heart attack, has reduced
his 'press conference attendance
sharply in the fall and early winter.
This is the period when he
usually takes a Thanksgiving holiday in the South', returns to
Washingto for laborious preparation of messages for the new CongreSs, then ties himself to Gettysburg for the Christmas holidays.
In 1853. 1is first, year in office, he kae1 eight press conferences .betw n Oct. 1 and the first
of the year. During the same
waned of 1854, he hield seven conferences. There were none kt all
in 1955 after his September 'heart
attack.
In 1958, when the President
disclosed his availability for a
second term, he said, he would
have to accornmodate his job to
his physical condition and ease
up A bite He held only three
press conferences from Oct. 1 and
Jan- 1, 1957, three more in some
period of 1957, arid four in October-December last year.
The same White House figures
show Eisenhower held only 20
press conferences iltSt year, . the
lowest number in any year except the 1958, the year of his
heart attack. There were 19 that
year.

Variety is the word at Kroger, where you choose from
six kinds of lettuce. icy-frcsh every day! Add new
color, flavor and texture with Iceberg Bibb, Leaf, Romaine. Escarole and Endive Lettuce from Kroger's
lettuce patch ! ! Six kinds . . icy-fresh every day

The Lynn Grove Ftrture Homemakers Ot America held its regular monthly meeting in the gym
on January 9.
The roll was called by the
secretary Lila Cathey. Each member answered with what they had
done to help improve relationships inside the family.
A report was given from each
officer and the meeting was adjourned. Refrestunents and games
were enjoyed by all.
INTELLIGENCE
"'t •

•
K. NoRTHERN CENTER—This Is arctatect's drawing of a new building for University of RenUicky's
rthern Center at Covington. The building, expected to cost about $500,000, will be started early in
Asimelstes, Lexington, have designed a similar structure to be
mg. Architects Meriwether, Marye ar
lit at Cumberland and plans arc underway for another center. the University's fourth, at RenderAshland.
. UK aims* Ms a center at

I

in every store I

Lettuce__ _2449

AGREEMENT

MANILA (UPI) — The United
States and the Philippines agreed
today to a greater exchange of
Intelligence - information vital to
tha common defense of the Southwaist Pacific area, the Philippine
Defense Department announced.
FORCED

1`

C>
40%
*Iteer44,
.4*

LANDING

NOW RECEIVING

•

Beef Liver
y

Lb.

Jiffy Steaks

49' Slab liacon-

F:onomical
Lb

2

Bag

Pork Roast

62.49

J. B. HUMPHRIES
Loose Leaf Floors 1 & 2
MAYFIELD TOBACCO
COMPANY

'ERMINT
RIPED

LIGON BROTHERS
Loose Leaf Floor
MAYFIELD
Loose Leaf Floor

'2.59

The

'2.39

taw

Peaches

wet

Luscious Avondale Sliced Or Halves

TIRAGNETTED' RUIRDIA1/41—Mrts.
Maria D. Viiiegas, 46. dtsplays
the rlfle and color camera with
which the bested two burglars
td NOrwalk, Calif. Angered that
her home had been burg ied
three times in • month she
took oft work and wet a trap.
It closed on two 13-year -old
buys, cvlor.photoed getting into
a hankie box where money was
kept. Not only that, she forced
them to open a witidow and
"flip!" till the Law came.

Newt Colorful Archway

4

Fruit Mix

No 21
2 3100
/
I
cans

14111. 21/2 $100

7 17 el• Si 00

Corn

Your Choice of 10 DeliclOos Flavors ..

Krogtr

Gelatin

12 osi 31"

T2;ty. Fresh Kroger

Harvest-Fresh K roger Vac Pak Whole Kernel

cant

crushed

A No. 2 *1 00
-4 at cans
I

Pineapple

rat•••41

00
Cake Mix.4Lt.

SPICIAL

MAYFIELD

Frio, Deii,;(,J,
Dinner Rolls
U. a. Geott:•ment InsiroctPtt trade

Vitamin Packed K.n,

Spinadh----------.-

Tobacco Market

Flavorful Country

pm.

•••••••
•11•61...

s11600.

-4••••••'"
a.m.=

25'

A

nal4

44c

ic°
Lima Beans----- 4 op. $
Kroger Fresh Frozen Ford HAI(

'

Hominy --

Cliverkat

°inn Milk

8

t

•••••••

Rruger While, TPIlow, Spice or Devil's Foal

Green Beans

A

390

^

Groaiii.resh A741.1, -

"West Kentucky's Oldest - Largest - Finest"

•••••••

DOLLAR VALUES! imasimilmut

Sell Your Dark-Fired
on

EETS

•

361.
pkg. 45'

49' Catfish Steaks

Five Giant Floors are now receiving for the Opening Sale

FINAL SALE OF AIR-CURED TOBACCO IN
MAYFIELD ON THURSDAY, JAN. 15

Lb.

Taste 0' Sea
Lb

43'

delk

99' Cod Fillets

Deliciously Tender Boston Butt

ISN'T IT WORTH 27 CENTS MORE A HUNDRED
POUNDS TO SELL YOUR TOBACCO ON
THE MAYFIELD MARKET?

• WELL LIGHTED
• FAST UNLOADING
WAREHOUSES
FACILITIES
• THE BEST AUCTIONEER IN • COURTEOUS TREATMENT
• EXPERIENCED
WEST KENTUCKY
WAREHOUSEMEN
• EFFICIENT SERVICE

Lb.

Boneless

Skinless Wieners _ -

Sell your tobacco where the highest prices are paid. Last
year dark-fired tobacco sold in Mayfield for an average
of'34.94 compared to '34.67 in the other district market.
These figures are from the Western Dark-Fired Tobacco
-GroWets Associdtioti.

.111111e.

Sugar-Cured Hickory-S.0d 1st Cut

Yount and Tender

MONDAY, JANUARY 19

'2.21

39c

lb.

Bologna
T

Lb.

Whole

29c

a

Ery To Fir

Family, SnacVaverite

For The First Sales On

;ALE

ernment Inspected poultry from Kroger( All Kroger poultry is
bred, fed, cared for and rigidly inspected for Wholesomeness by the U. S. Department et
Agriculture. Serve your family a tarm.fres1 Govt. Inspected Fryer from Kroger ...
40
guaranteed good by your manner's penoriarword guarantee!

ryers

CALTANISETTA. Sicily (UPI)
—Little Rosario Pilato died a
few days after birth in 1941. The
other day, his father received a
postcard frorn the draft . office
asking Rosario to report for military service.

Dark-Fired Tobacco

1

91.—r -:
"
-7-10111i1:
Servs yew *lefty the finest poultry resileble . . . U. S. Gov-

•
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTUFtE

NEW YORK (UPI) — A helidopier flying two passengers from
Idlewild Airport to LaGuardia
t rnside a forced landing in
tiriii
=
Meadow Park Tuesday
night. because of engine trouble.
No one was injured.

f444

• hil* 1401 t` 'All
;

%RAO 41••
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TOO LATE

Mayfield Tobacco Market

•••••••••••••••

who butffrô9er
has a dew-licious
lettuce patch

LYNN GROVE
FHA

4

T
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

URSDAY — JANUARY 15, 1959.
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PAGE SIT

NORTH FORK NEWS Cold
Continued From Page One
SMOKED SHORT
Mr. and Jirlas.... Adolphus Pan- zero.
Mr. Arlin Paschan, Mr.' Four traffic deaths were b .1-: r.s7-41a x —PiscTieTT
•(1
ed 'on -7%e fog and rain-s:a-krs:
Mr. ant Mrs. Ciittel Paschall and highways in Indiana. Two persons were killed when their cai
Gcrii.ci Sunday afternoon.
train south of Gary Wednc• N11-4:- R U. key _Mrs. _Oman
Paschal:. and - Mrs. Warren • Sykes day nght. and collisions
and Susan xisited totirs. Douglas the day at Westfield and GI
Vandyke and Miss Emma Hooper burg, Ind., claimed two other ...
At Eau Claire. Wis.. 17 ca.
M.ndey afternoon.
collided during ••
Mr. and Mrs Glynn Orr and and a truck
freezing rain but no u:
son. Mrs. Oman Paschall. Mr. f5g and
and Mrs. Ralph Ga:limore, Mr. was injured seriously.
and Mr. and Mrs. M. rris Jenkins
,Donnie Paschall spent- Sunday wit,h Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
•••
Paschall. Mr. and Mrs.. Pasithall
(Continued from Page One)
have purchased a new 59. FordMrs. Ella Morris and Tamils. Sun, When Richard A Johnson la,wi
day afternuon.
and Mrs. 'George Jenkins visited out front the Science build
Mr- and Mrs. Warren Sykes the Murray State Campu
2 lust It, rth of he
1
and Susan spent Friday night the stfes/
with Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes ing He backed .nto a 1956 c
wth Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes !'rolct driven by Mary Beth FL
ches.
and Tony.
Mr and Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Mr.
Tom. and Mike were supper guts: a few days in Chicago with
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hart, a,ntcl and Mrs. E:ish'ar -Paschall and
son.
fami.y•Saturdaty' night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ornan Paschall,
Mr.'Clay. Cook. Mr. Arlin Pa
Mr. and Mrs.:Gaylun Morris vi,i- chall visited Mr. and Mrs. R. It
ted Mr .and Mrs. R. D. Key and Key Friday morning.
family Satyrday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Pasch..
Mr and Mrs. Dar41 Paschal: were dinner guest of Mr. a
visited Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pas- Mr: Adolphus Paschall Sunda
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr a'
chal/ Friday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. L W. Paschall Terry. Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jc •.
visited Martha Paschall Sunday kins. Tom and Mike spent Surat,.
afternoon.
With Mr. and Mrs- George Jr
Mr. Clay Cook. Mrs Oman
Mr. arid /limn. Curtis Barrett
Paschall visited Mrs. Ellen Cook
in Genera: hospital Sunday.
were guest of Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Ruth Paschall is 'spending Barrett Stifiday.
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Fresh, Tender Pork

lb

•KIDNEY BEANS •RED BEANS • NAVY BEANS
•BUTTER BEAN *NORTHERN BEANS
• MEXICAN BEANS • HOMINY w1.12R

Pure Pork

WORTHMORE

LIVER
25

/
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,
e
,
,
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BUSH'S BEST.

PICNIC

NI 3

WO

lb

.

29

FRESH FROZEN

BUSH
VW?ielfr

lb

CAT FISH

49c

LB
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and corners. Free
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dside table and (
eurge Hart Phone

300
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39
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ER, 11-112
with bath, 3 acr
Kirksey. Phone I

. . 151
BOY
air brakes.
set of 10.00 x 1;
• ylon tires, his
eilent shape Pita
Phone 60242, A.
tun, "Ky.
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.sr

ut. 1

— OUR OWN MAKE —

FOR LA.

AND USED Ft
selection at r e a
. Seiburn White,
St.. Murray, Ky.

rnot

)
a•
(15/**
400

YOU'

ODEL 28 foot Cl
traitor. 1603 01
-5690.

SOUTHERN GEM GREEN PEAS
SHOWBOAT BLACKEYE PEAS

BACON SAUSAGE
39c

I lb Pkg

URSDAY —

'anus! Pianos! pianc
w spinets) $399•95.
ights front $75.00 Wir
tart, Downtown, Mayt
2 tun
/
ji DODGE 21

Maxwell House Coffee

25

lb

i+b

Bag

Bonnet

MASH

BEEF

TUNA

(WITH GRAVY)
LIGHT MEAT

4-Lb. Carton

53c 3

s Pure
'
Field
15-oz

can

LARD 49c

the flip of a coin 1,11
COIN TOSS DECIDES SENIORITY—Here is
be the
WaShington that decided which Alaska senator would
(right). The
senior senator. Winner Is E. L (Bob) Bartlett
(left).
other, and now junior, senator Is Ernest Gruening
reporter Frank Vitale.
Coin tosser in this Capti0LBYtait
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SEEDLESS
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Dressing SPAM
49c
29c

I
3-lb S
can

At'

Each
Tube

FRESH RIPE

SHORTNING

APM

99c

VAN

SHOR ALL PURPOSE

FOUR BEICIA00%.
baths, air conditions
heat. G 1 Loan avi
down payment. Phone
2649.

STARKIST

BIG BROTHER

69'

MARGARINE

lilts perfect. First c
a. First class 825
!runt Ures. Two speed
Rudy Duncan. Irvin (
Route 3 Murray.

10 FOR 89c
CASE OF.24 - $912
Mix 'Em

TOMATOES 19°

8-ox, jar

12 oz can

NEW GREEN TENDER

e tier. "it's pr.

Par said. "1.140 the
ect iodize you'll ever
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an he ski, U111
*
strong avid ea
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speed. secret [lump
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Cabbage.... 7b

Up every day!"

TALL CAN CHUM

BIG BROTHER
TALL CAN CAMPBELL TOMATO

SOUP 10c Salad Dressing gt39c SALMON ....39icb

_
trouble as the Very
ONE UNDER THE flOWTTSAW—It's bingo
n OrthoRev. Walter M. Prophets of the Holy Resurrectio
New York
dox Catholic church gives the go-away sign to
in the
license inspector William Meyer and partner in a hall
under
Bronx. The church's bingo license—the first issued
of two
a new stata law—had been suspended on complaintallegedly
women that they did riot receive the 11,000 each last sumWoo from pre-license operators of the bingo game by laying
summons
mer. Finally the inspectors served the
nos Reverend Prophets's knee while he called numbers, then
went away to a &Ants of angry boos trona Ma 300 platers.

•.

Lay's Twin Pack

• Hi - Ho

Potato Chips

Sunshine Crackers

M CORMICK
•

Underwood Deviled

Waxtex
21'.

BLACK

Ilam
39‘

Wax Paper

PRIDE OF

ILLINOIS

GOLDEN CREAM

49

°
29

I.

I 4 -LB.

PEPPER

CORN
29c
29'
2
17-1°z Cans

Cans

100-ft

— DIXIANA FROZEN —
Vietti

10-oz.

200 TISSUES

16-0z. Cans RED HEART

DOG Food 233
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11
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my Moon, 4, learns what it is like
STAR PLAYS HER PART—Tom
Mich., after talking to actress Helen
to be a fan in Ann Arbor,
Dr. David Dickensen of
in New York via television.

S

Hayes
Medical Center shows the young
the University of Michigan
picture of Miss Hayes.
victim
polio
-confined
respirator
to the 1959 March of Dimes,
salute
a
program,
the
After
an autographed photograph.
Tommy requrted and received

E:

THIS COUPON WORTH
Bring this coupon to
us and we will allow
you 20g on the purchase of 5 lbs or
larger Friskies Meal.

•

$r
toward purchase of

S-Lbs.

55°

5 lhs. or larger
FRISKIES

tiMITcoupes set
customer

•••

MEAL
with coupon
71Firitina,
1959
31,
iittE.01,2-8=1 W-OffER EXPIRES MARCH

SWANSON FROZEN

Butter Beans Blackeye Peas
10_0. 19°
19°

Scott Tissue
2 'Ical. 25°

Chili
2 Cans 39

'Z1

Kleenex 2i29c

CHICKEN

PIES

249b

CLOROX BLEACH
quart 19° 1/2-gal.35°
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Ree nod given R
<moots. "There lust

In this country." n
TN, mun eruct
-fury In minutes I.
'Iola hides of the
wet and streaml
v•onie• wanted to
• wrongIS befildd
them goinr1 lie c
• shin hat tight do
ears, smelling the
odor of it as a(
• thwuf.:n.
tl• sew Rhoda's
uslinnus as they
n
Co sag against
ore had U,Prn hilt
Pt,! lap Her hair
down as the estn
MI rate when t
clapote all driver
The force of
OW ay NWT S urn
continued. ice lad
With water mein
fetlocks, the pen
•Mudding throu
skhorny world
At Intervals th
fear) the ponies.
shirts dragged in
While ahe tiled ti
with one hand. MI
o^s were 1
hei

S

--

•

.TOM ••
..

Eli'"
Mordecai set a t
("sate UI the woks
WWI,* to IN
•
111P rifle, against

,

a
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•

•
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D

OWN

"NW

CONCORD

WAY

4./
4th

block from college, 3 rooms and

FOR SALE

:ANS

bath7-$30 month- (Satiable now
1-17-C
Pheete PLaza 3-2049.

R, TIMM BEDROOM
with bath, 3 acres of land.
Kiricsey. Phone RU 9-2860.
I-16P

Business Opportunities

ODEL 28 foot Oreat Lakes
traitor. 1603 Olive. Phone
J-I5-p
5690.

ESTABLISITED FULLER BRUSH
route for marired man with car,
full or part time. Work by appointment. $80 weekly guarantee.
Write 422 Columbus Avenue, Pa1-17C
ducah.

AND USED PIANOS. A
selection at reasonable
. Sesburn White, 403 ChestJ 18p
134.. Murray, Ky.

11=ir

1

Street,

I-17C

Murray, Ky.

NQTICE

AN farmers that need tractor
tune-up or over-haul to see Conner Implement Company at once.
BUISEVEISS.
IS BIG
BEAUTY
Austelle Crouse, Mechanic. Be
Enroll now to become a licensed
ready when the ground- -is ready.
beauty operator in Septernber.
The early bird gets the worm.
1248 hours required. $150.00 tuiJ-17-c
tion (may be paid in easy payments). Books, tools and supplies ATTENTION VETERANS! Order
furresned. Scholarships available. your three bedroom brick now.
person for details. Take possession in three months.
Inquire in
Ezell Beauty School, 306 North No downpayment - $81.33 per
water, sewer-one
month, city
block from' college. John Pasco.
I-17-C
PL-3-2649

_
FOR RENT

F

. 15 Ton Phelon
BOY .
brakes, practically
air
set of 10.00 x 15 fourteen
ylon tires. This trailer is
eilent shape. Priced $1550.Phone 6020, A. Z. Farley.
J -26-c
tun, 'Ky..

We enjoyed the good sermon
Sunday at Sulphur Springs. by
Rev. Louis Joiner. We do need
more faith to start the New Year
with, and anyone can read the
story of the recent miracle at
Kuttawa without a renewal of
faith in God's power, he's hard
to convince.
Mrs Ruth Jones with her five
year old daughter careened off
the icy • highway, turning the car
upside down in Kuttawa Lake,
but Mrs. Jones prayed and Tony
Young passing by was impelled
to wade out into the water and
peep . in the can so pulled them
through. the broken window just
in tune to save them. Thank ,we
need to read the Psalms from
106 saying "Praise ye the Lord
for lie, Is Good, His mercy en-

i

BUSINESS BUILDING Adjacent
at Murray Supply Company, East
Main. See Walter Conner, Conner
Implement Company" Cadiz Road.
1-17C

e owners ievest.gate the sayof life time Reonolds Alum
to
nit Its ineuleted. ? colors
se from. Also Alum Window
and corners. Free eetimates,
down payment. Up to 36
nths to pay. Horne Comfort
ny. 108 South 12:h, shone
J-19-c
3-3607.

I

_HELP WANTED

I

home from service and reentering
Murray College.
It's tragic that so many homes
Rehave burned this winter_
cently Lurie Colon's home near
Almo was destroyed, and he had
several small children tco.
A worthwhile venture would
be for the Homemakers club, or
some other to find some building
which pewit with surplus clothing, furniture. and necessities
co:Ad take them to be given
away to needy families.
So many people throw away or.
burrsthings others would be so
glee to have. Let's think if this
idea.

Answer to Yesterday's eursis
ACROSS

1

1-Cavii
5-Marsh
8-SatIsfy
12-Clenus of
olives
13-Exist
14-0x of Celebes
15-Sea.on
17-Teacher
ig.SpIrited
Mose .
20-Raised
marks on
skin
21-Eat at
23-S1Synide
24-R1s, in
SS•Stnff
frf.g,
32-Par; .1
(Ctski di I

durith forever."
Maybe a good resolution would
be to cent our blessings.
It was with sadness we read
that our rural high schools, especially our home school, Concord,
are to be moved away. There
are advantages and disadvantae. we know.
We are proud of the pi-ogres,
Buchanan school is making. We
Mabel
Mrsthat
sorry
lwere
Grubbs' health compelled her to

3

2

34-At inteeent

1

(PI 1
211- Place
38-Native meta

12

41-lareetam
43-City in, it.a17
45-Hawa Ilan
greeri•,s
411-Mnerow.h on
60-Produced
61-91ant
62-Rodent
64-Flout
66-Glri's
nickname
55-Greek letter
62-Ohserved

MI
le

DOWN
1 -Farm
ri.,mals
2-Landed
3-Back down
4-Communion
ate
irnhibit
'
6-Conjunction
2-Pre, bus
along
il-More
national

11-r

000 0O 000MR
=MOM 000000
MO =MOO@ DO
II ap 0000
0 0000 0130
00000 0000 00
0000 000E2
MB 0000 0UUOU
10q 0000 10M0

9- LnieCe norm
10-6, und a burn
11-urgans of
hearing
16 Kind of
cheese
11I- Pitcher
32-In Near east
valleys
23•I'attcro
24- NI.In'•
nickname
25-The self
27-Wedge In
29-10em
3O-Speck
35-Carnivorous
mammals
36-,1rant oats of
37-Chafr
35 .:igar
(cniind.)
40- Elec riC
catfish pl

Beale

eReli-Oale person to pick up payments of $10.25 per month on a
Singer Automatic sewing mechine. quit teaching for a wlelto be we
Ca Bid Adams PL-3-1757 or consider the schcol fortunate in
PL-3-5480. 201 South 13th. Mur- obtaining a young minister, Rev.
17(
ray.
Bashem. from Bethel College to
replace her in the Englieh Department We now have men lea-

odern fieding chair, invalid's
Mrs.
and
dele
table
dside
eurge Hart Phone PL-3-1102.
-17-C
I

or

sits,

There are more than 260,000
traffic signs in New York City,

PUZZLE

CROSSWORD

CIVIRC4 Dr:3912 EIZ

00 U000000 MO
0R100Qg 000MOU
00Buits 00 BOW
us
42-Pennants
43-Afterdinner candy
44-Arrow poison
411 -Goddess of
yotit•

,C,e; 5 e
r,,
!ieVf
it4t. 13
s.••••
.
le

4

10 11

•

20

....i'MZ
23
t
a
72 •
;;;ir!

,,2121
ill 25

34

;;• 9
;
l'ii;;
VS
• 1 4•
!2
!:!:
17 ill

7

URIR..-4.••:12gm lull
62„ 27
ll
ma .2•e
s
II
ulI 30 111
Ull52 .m.,*.
III

Ø

31

47-Arablan
seaport
it-Before
SO-MLIAL- as
written
at-preposition

;;;SAPitiirs
5*
t:*::

33
lll
fek1111
.V1132
11311
37
35
•
39 40

000:9e•
1144
48

46 47

TaM45
49

5.4
!AM.
l
**57
„...„,.
IlilliMs56
.
_ ..
5fsuiicate,
realm'.
United
.by
51

111

53

Services Offered

chers.
Buchanan's besket ball team,
girls and boys are still top in
Lake conference games, but coach
Lines Spitoland is keeping his
fingere crossed There are still
obstacles.
es ate sorry to hoar of so
much iltness ,nd so many deaths.
Mrs.* Beey Patterson's children
just 3do,ego,r3Q-d tablets ha% e a,l ueen home recently beONE HALF HOUR apart. You cause • f her itlness, but they hope
done have to wait hours for the she's improved.
Mrs. Maggie Coleman has movsecond dose. You feel the action
ed into one of Hubert -Patmen's
FAST Relief from sneezing.
I fles, aches IN SO NIINUTESol cabins back of Concord. when
to live.
your 50c rack at any dreg store. she
NOW' at HOLLAND DRUG CO• We're glad to see Cade Lax

HOUR SERVICE

MATTRESSES REBUILT LIRE
new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg.
Co., Paducah, Ky. Murray representativs Tab ers Upholstery
N. Srd, Phone PL 3Shop 10
1-17C
4513

lanes! Pianos! Pianos! (Brand
ew spinets) $399.96. Also upights from $75.00 Winslow Piano
art, Downtown, Mayfield. 1-17-C

19.ii

DODGE Ve ton fiat dump,
wAllks perfect- First class canedton. First class 8.25 rear, 7-50
feint tires. Two speed reer end.
Rudy Duncan. Irvin Cobb Road
J-15-p
Route 3 Murray.

CHECK YOUR COLD
FAST — 3 DOSES
rake

NAVY ADM AAIVIDIED MISSILE SIJII-The nuclear-powered
the Mare
submarine U.S.S. ,Halibut stides down the ways at
its
Island Naval Shipyard, Vallejo, Calif. to give the Navy
missiles Rear
Arm undersea craft capable of flring guided
Fleet's subAdm. R. W. Grenfen, commander of the Paciflc
World.
marine toree, called asip "the Mesa powerfid" L the

FOUR BEDROOM /FMK. TWO
conditioner, e!ectr.c
baths, air
No
heat. G 1 Leon available
down payment. Phone PLaza 31-17-C
2649.
NTSITED APARTMENT.-1

"

'ain St.
Next to A&P
and New
Parking Lot
B LAST IN TURKEY-Rescue
workers probe a cavedon bus
in the midst of rubble at the
scene of an explosion that
killed at least 20 persons in
IstanbuL Benny others were
hurt in the blast, which Is believed to have taken place in
• newspaper °thee building.

silt", "

•

•••

* SPECIALS THROUGH SAT *

flees and soggy. Stopping at noon would they need any liwit•ffill."
CHAPTER 15
!would -have in ads their misery Mordr, a: laid. Emend Mae you
were riding briskly wham
woree by inaction They went on ain't got rime to get t. Fort
:..h7 great, bursting sunrise
TH.
steadily until It Was time to camp Liaise and bring em Nat."
to
suddenly
of the plains jumped
for the night. It was stilt raining
Rey
gtanceel
"8 u r e ain't
the MIL Rhoda Marsh went slow
, Mordecai would have C,' .0ed. •round to see how Rhu.oe was doand
it,
watch
to
er and slower
al- ing
was
Rhoda
that
saw
he
but
ornery devii light/ eerie
then she trumped. Kee Semple was
most exhausted.
sparkling in no eyes That nad
reside ner. "Ws pretty at that,
Mordecai had spent many • always been a giveaway with rum,
Pat. OM. "Lose Me biggest paintlie Kept
worse night, without even a poor- no matter now .uetn
ed iodge you'll ever sec "
ly tanned orffaio robe to grow the rest of nix racerderser Piles watched them
soggy around him. but
"Supposing H•Alenn's Hay was
n young heavy and
Thee seemed
he was glad when th, rem wore twilling a pack train just over
IP
Si, Man be .11s, tile woman with
out neat dawn the next morning the mountains, on the (keen say.
the Menai *ad eager look. and The othe-rs rose *nen ne dm.
What for woutd they have to watt
Re. ,vith his shaggy. 'molly new
He saw tee prospect of • Mem fog word from you or anyone
taboos en • reddish look from
sunrise. awl all..around the land else 7"
'tbe surmise. The twin ol them ioi
was sparkling with water beads,
"Swoosh,* they was doing just
tiere0 there. watching the explo • clean weaned iand moving gent.
that. Rae said. 'Maybe they was
Mori 01 colors on fluffy clouds It
yet
kiss
lio,
mighty
the
ly toward
sorrie leery about starting a fur
:Was like they were seeing a tu
by days to travel, but war, less'n they was plumt sure
were holding unseen
; tore. tike they
mind
Mordecars
in
cleat
uS Amer.cans was Cready start• Ild'reed. secret thought, that Mon•
-We'll cook tater in the eiorn ing it but amongst Oureelves. The
dam didn't know about. 'it comes
ne said.. "when the bottler British don't hove to stay west of
mg,
tip retry day!" he said. "Let's
chips dry out some."
the mountains.
The far distance grew misty
artMordecai studieo Ree hard and
Bepace.
hard
a
set
struck
Merdecai
with vapor wheh the sun
long. -The British Mat going to
sunrise
the
of
the
looks
the
from
uf
wind
. clue.
with full torte. A
bold no pack train all the way
;le a a *PIM* to bet Old hieletort wee
was cM11 at era, but
Vancouver somewheres in
hip rifle. against a Northwest warmed gradually as they rode From
mountains most of the rpring
fusee that it would rain before Hours later, when the) stopped the
just to make sure us Americans
twin. P-ain it did The big wind tot breakfast. the ground was alSr. trying to out each other's
_came f !AL driving_ sand, flatten - most dry
threats."
spares elite jerking
Rhoda took coo of her bags
-They aught—ti they knowed
bushes sear the river. Behind It and disappeared over • small rlite
what could
was a mountain of rain, a leaden When she returned, she had far enough in advance
hsppen. How cnme you went clean
wr•rld ot it.
changed het clothes Her halt was
Santy Pee last robe season,
A The three of them were tightly in two braids She was defiant of to
Mood? Looking for beaver coun91117ge
Pd, with the park animals Mordecars ween stare.
try, you bet. She ain't what she
close behind them. They passed
"We still got them Indian
was, even when I first come out.
be
to
thinking
horses.
tour
or
said,
three
he
ut
holies
clothes.
the
Stead of fighting 'Wens mow to
That made about fifteen in 'all helpful..
make your raises, it's fighting
that blordeum had seen Big Nose
"Keep them for one of your
each other to grab up What piews
Itenier was making • run ot it women at rendezvbus!"
there is at rendezvous.
With the Rocky Mountein Fur (4
"1 ain't got no woman at ren"tonged right the BriUsh would
pack train, but tie must be near dezvous."
sang off and then Conga boiling in
.St a Mandolin now, and the worst
All that day Mordecai kept
Amertuth
too it they was real sure
:pert of the trip was still ahead looking behind It will far
and Rocky Mountain was trying
Fur
American
rival
the
Res had given Rhoda • blanket early for
other! She ain't go
be catching up, to rob each
Capotw "There just ain't no cover Co pack train to
all goworrying Mg to lame More. They're
kept
thought
the
said.
ne
but
111) this country."
it while they can,
what a man ing to try to get
The min ?Amick with an icy him. No matter
le
Fin Co., So am 1."
American
the
of
shed,
thought
the
dusty,
minutes
in
'leery.
ruthless
ong tildes ot the ponies became he had to respect their
1olt:11 you when It's Urna"
..11w
"1
resuitai and Morwet and streaming. The pack way of getting
grinned,
Rae
tor
respect
s
ponies Wanted to stop. Mordecai decai had tremendou
Mtn again.
Mordecai tested
ressurig in beisied them to keep their big. tireless mules.
"Whon't you take care of Rhoda,
Rees
understand
didn't
He still
• mem going He Dulled Ms wolf.
I go on to catch the train?"
business. Rae said be while
:Min bet tight dowiT around his Fix in this
Bee Shoot( WarieacL "You don't
and
nobody.
for
werklag
strong
menial
wasn't
the
ears, staeinng
go thrall bad. You're
told the Mirth, want to
.odor of it as soon as It wet Ree generally
leave tier alone with
a left-hand way scared to
in
often
though
through.
all catch up, won't we?
We'll
me.
gemming.
a He sew Rhode's wet skirts. vie- that kept you
Than that no-gOed outet Elhendy
Mordecai signaled for Ree to
s—
,aminoua or they were, beginning
w!
sent out will gel to eau:Weem
enBusily
rem.
to sag against net body, where come up beside
In time. Likely won't be anybody
sign
Rhoda
teaching
elhe had them hitched high about gaged in
there by then, so you can
Rev 'took fits Urne be- left
fier lap Her flair began to come language.
take ftheds on to Cam and turn
MordeoaL
to
ahead
fogging
due
It
fore
Likely
down as the rem soaked
bee over to the missioaary.
lug mieta when the flood et her "What now 7even tom you goodbye,
might be ag• She won't
you
thinking
"I'm
back.
driyers
meets was
you been treating-."
Hudson's Bay to the way
The force of the wind died urtng to invite
run on worse noma erase
"You
"
away after a time, but the non Use madeserme
Petite squaw!"
-The belle' Rae said genially.
continued. ice laden and steady
Mods came riding up to them.
"'Just that." Htelaeres Bay with
With water running down their
"We was just arguing about
master
and
goods
fetlocks, the ponies slopped on, theft superior
said. In high humor.
g with whisky," Ree
,
could gat akin
plhdrling through a dismal, traderil who
•
ruff outfit
than
better
Indiana
garomy world.
"The singing rdttles carve
Mordecai guessAt Intervals they got down to in the mountains.
both sides of her, Terror
• heap from
bring
could
British
the
ed
tong
Rhoda's
lead the ponies.
d her whole rang. ."
if 11 was needful romper...tee
too.
whisky
even
of
mud
the
in
alerts dragged
This dew Mies an experience
Which It would
aide she tried to hold them up In the trading.
awaiting Remd* es the story
with one hand. Mordecai saw that be certain.
continues tomorrow.
"All l'm wondering is wint
het st - n^s•were becoming shape.

•

Each
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44•:
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LADIES' LONG COATS

89*

LADIES' SKIRTS (plain)

49*

MEN'S SUITS

89*

I

Tube

,S 19c

C4

t"
•

PFone PLaza 3-9174

GORE, Manages
of the Rouse, shown at the Republican
PP. HOUSE Here are three new women members
FRES/MON lib
bAay. WaShingrum left Mrs Jessie,' Welk New 9tk Mrs. Catherine
caucus ia iNatin)rigturv
newly elected last Nov. 4 tn their districts,
tun. Mrs Edna Simpson. lemma All three were

ONE HOUR SEKvICE
by Ernie Bushimallea

NANCY

HEY--LITTLE
GIRL ---

I'LL BET I HAVE
THE BIGGEST
SNOW HOUSE
IN TOWN

mord.-

feF-824Dikr?

I RTH

licyo
rs.
ii purchase of
Or

larger

SKIES
EA L

ire

ABRIE av' SLATS

CHANCES ARE SLATS DONT USE
HIS RIGHT NAME, HONEY-- SO ALL
WE CAN DO IS KIND 0'DESCRIM
HWi HOPIN' T.TRACK

HE WAS ABOUT TWENTY-FIVE -MAYBE OLDER.— RED HAIR
AND A TuRNEO-UP NOSE -NICE-LOOKING LAD AT
TNAT--

COULD Hie NAME
HAVE BEEN SLATS?

Vas lure

COULD OF BEEN ANYTHING! I'VE A
ONE
A91/40 HE MUST RE STAVIN' AT
THEM BOARDING HOUSES DOWN
THE STREET THERE''

H-

HIM DOWN THAT
WAY'-'-

4

49b

kCH
.35

OD
WET

l

• 9P
•

••••••

- VOL' ABNER

We STAN ISLOUSE!!

•i-Y0
G AWE
SOME FOOD, ,415/
MAE!!— OPEN TI-I'
WINDOW P-AH WANTS
TO START bREAT14114
'
.G I N !-- AH AIMS
6

AND-'P?—THERE
sS —DE EIO'si I LOVE!!

r

TO LIVE
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NORTH FORK NEWS Cold • • •

Continued From Page One

Mr and Mrs. Adolphus Pas- zero.
chall, Mr. Arlin Paschall, Mr. • Four traffic deaths were .
and Mrs. Max Pasellaill
ed on . the fog and rain -t.1,
high-es-goys in-- Indiana. Two se
Gerald Sunday afternoon.
• sons were killed when their c..
--Mrs:- -1*,-----13-.--Key:—Mrs:,—Osnass:4'44-01--teaia-sositil of Gary Wedzw.- •
Pascha:l. and Mrs. Warren Sykes day n.ght. and collisions
and Susan .v,isited- Mrs. Douglas the •day at Westfield anC.:
Vandyke And Miss Emma Hooper' burg. Ind., claimed "two fher
I At Eau Claire, Wis.. 17 ca Monday afternoon.
and a truck collided during . 7! •
and
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and- freezing rain but no o:
si;n. Mrs. Oman Paschall. Mr. I f"8
and Mrs. Ralph Gallimon. Mr.! :is inured seriously.
lind Mr. and Mrs: lit•rris Jenkins
Donnie Pasch111 spent
day with -•Mr. and Mrs. Vet c..
/%0• e •
Paschall. Mr. and Mrs. Paschal.
(Continued from Page One)
have- purcirased a new- 59 Ford.
Mrs Ella Morris a.nd farniiy Sun• when Richard A. Johnson back
day afternoon'.and MIs George Jenkins visited; out from :he Science building
Mr and Mrs. Warren Sykeil the Murray State Campus.
t
and Sersan spent Friday night the street just mrth of he
with Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes' ing. He backed pto a 1958
w•th Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes 1 rolet driven by Mary Beth
and Tony.
Mr. and Mrs Morris Jenkins." ches.
T.o.rn, and Mike were supper guest-la few days in Chicago with 3.11
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Hart and and Mrs. Elisha Paschall and
son.
" family Saturday night. •
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall,
Mr. Clay. Coot, Mr.-Arlin Pa -Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris visi- chall visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D
"led Mr. and Mrs. Ft. D. Key and Key Friday morning.
family Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Pasch
Mr arid Mrs.'Daniel Paschall were dinner guest of Mr.
Vialted Mr. and - Mrs. -Oman Pas- Mrs. Adolphus Paschall Sunci.,
than Friday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Paschall Terry. Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jc
visited Martha Paschall Sunday Ikins. Tom and Nilte spent Surd_
afternoon. •
With Mr. and Mrs. George .1,,
.• .• Mr. Clay Cook. . Mrs.. Oman im."
Mr and Mrs. Curtis Barr
Paschall visited Mrs. Ellen Coqk
in Genera: Hospital Sunday,
were gues: of Mr. and Mrs. P
, •
Mrs. Ruth Paschall is spending Barrett Sunday.

•
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SMOKED SHORT SHANK PICNIC

FOR SA

lb

NER,
with bath, 3 ac.
Kirksey. Phone

•KIDNEY BEANS • RED BEANS • NAVY BEANS
•BUTTER BEANS • NORTHERN BEANS
• MEXICAN BEANS • HOMINY WGI1CatC•34R

r

T

Fresh, Tender Pork

SLICED

LIVER
25C

WORTHMORE

Pure Pork

BACON
39c

I lb

ib

. . 15
BOY
r, air brakes.
set of 10.00 x 1
y Ion tires. '. hIt
e.lent shape PrI
Phone 6024, A.
ceton, Ky.

APtX4/11 ...BUSKS
45
-A1151
eçtrSr

— OUR OWN MAKE —

BUSH'S
east

le owners et-vest:me
of life time 1e.e./1
14 Its inseslisted.
at from. Also All.
and corners. Fre
down payment.
nths to pay. lion
aparly. 108 South
3-36(fl.

FRESH FROZEN

CAT FISH

LB

49c

FIELD'S ALL MEAT SKINLESS

anal Pianos! Than
ew -spinets) $399.95
,•hts from $75.00
.rt, Downtown, May

CASE OF„ 24 - $212

1-Lb. Bag

Mix 'Em

Bonnet
BIG BROTHER

69c

STARKIST

MASH SEEDLESS

BEEF

TUNA

(WITH GRAVY)
LIGHT MEAT

4-Lb. Carton Field's Pure

53c 3

15-oz can

LARD 49c

DODGE 2% tun
l*ta perfect. First
n. First class 8.25
nt tires. Two spec.
1,,iciy Duncan. Irvin •
fOute 3 Murray.
_
FOUR BEDROOM BI
baths, air condutiun
heat. G I Loan as
down payment- Phan,
2649.

10 FOR 8W

Maxwell House Coffee

MARGARINE

odern folding chai
dside table and
orge Hart Phone

300
Cans

39cib

FRANKS
251b

of a coin ta
COIN TOSS DECIDES SENIORITY—Here is the flip
the
%Vast melon that decided which Alexi(/' senator would be
The
sen.or ser.ator. Winner is E. L. (Bob) Bartlett (right).
(left).
cther, and now Junior, Deflator Is Ernest Gruening
Valli&
Coin tosser Is this Capitol event is reporter Frank

AND USED
selection at r e
. Seiburn White,
Si., Murray, Ky.

SOUTHERN GEM GREEN PEAS
SHOWBOAT BLACKEY PEAS

SAUSAGE
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CANS

GRAPEFRUIT

99c
Each
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TALL CAN CHUM
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Lay's Twin Pack
Sunshine Crackers
°
29

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

Potato Chips
49

GOLDEN CREAM

CORN
29c
29c
2

Underwood Deviled

Waxtex
21°

Ilam

Wax Paper

2

100-ft.

Cans

17"°z 'Cant

°
39

— DIXIANA FROZEN —
Vietti

Chili
4

10-oz.

G

Cans

396

Butter Beans Blackeye Peas
10-oz, 19°
19`1

Scott Tissue
2 Roll. 25°

200 TISSUES

16-0z. Cans RED HEART

•
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Dressing SPAM
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29c

3-lb
can
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FRESH RIPE

SHORTNING

bingo trouble as the Very
ONE UNDER THE BOHT(IALL)—It's
Resurrection OrthoRes. Walter M. Prophets of the Holy
to New York
dui Catholic church gives the go-away sign
in this
license inspector Witham Meyer and partner in • hall
under
Bronx. The church's bingo 1,1cense—the first issued
of two
a new state law—had been suspended on complaint
allegedly
women that they did not receive the $1,000 each
sumwon from pre-license operators of the bingo game last
laying
tiler. Finally the inepectore served the summons by
then
It on Reverend Prophets's knee while he called numbers,
ZOO players.
went away to a chorus of angry boos from the

PTEI

•

VAN CAMP

SHOR ALL PURPOSE

_

APA.

L7111tNISH

Kleenex 2i29c

THIS COUPON WORTH
Bring this coupon to
US and we will allow
you 20e on the purchase of 5 lbs. or
larger Fnskies Neal.

5-Lbs.

550

Ei:
,...
i

toward purchase of we
5 lbs. or larger ii,

111111111.6%

LIMIT.:

A Wwiaillwrss1

FRISKIES l'

sa:•itt=""
with coupon
..WWWW1g,
.01it8Fir-OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 31,_19591
SWANSON FROZEN
CHICKEN

PIES

2i49fb

CLOROX BLEACH
(1uaril90 14-gal.35°
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lesotal Intery als Ii
Moon, 4, learns what It is like
STAR
after talking to actress Helen
Mich.,
Arbor.
And
in
to be a fan
Dr. David Dickensen of
television.
via
York
New
in
Hayes
Medical Center shows the young
Michigan
of
University
the
picture of Miss Hayes.
respirator-confined polio victim •
to the 1959 March of Dimes,
After the program, a salute
an autographed photograph.
Tommy requested and received
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4th Street, Murray, Ky,

block from college, 3 rooms and

FOR SALE

SANS

war:30

month. Available now.
I -17-C
Phone PLaza 3-2649

HEDROOM
WNER, TITFtE
with bath, 3 acres of land.
Kirksey. Phone RU 9-2660.
1-16P

Business Opportunities

ODEL 28 foot Oreat Lakes
traitor. 1603 Olive. Phone
J-15-p
-5690.

ESTABLISHED PUT .t.11R Baum;
route for marired man with car,
full or pant time. Work by appointment. $80 weekly guarantee.
Write 422 Columbus Avenue, Pa1-17C
duca.

AND USED PIANOS. A
selection at reasonable
Seiburn White, 403 ChestJltip
Murray, Ky.
St

1-17C

AN

farmers that need tractor
or over-haul to see Conner Implement Company at once.
Aurnelle Crouse, Mechanic. Be
ready when the ground is ready.
The early bird gets the worm.
J-17-c

tune-up

MN*

BUSENTEISS.
BEAUTY IS BIG
Enroll now to become a licensed
beauty operator in September.
1248 hours required. $150.00 tuition (may be paid in easy payments). Books, tools and supplies
furnisned. Scholarships available.
person for details.
Inquire in
Ezell Beauty School, 306 North

ATTENTION VETERANS! OrdeI
your three bedroom brick now.
Take possession in three months.
No downpayment - $61.33 per
month. city
water, sewer-one
block from college. John Pasco,
PL-3-2649
1-17-C

—
FOR RENT

••••••••=.--••••••••••••••••

BOY . . . 15 Ton Phelon
ler. air brakes. pract,iCaLly
owe.et of 10.00 x 15 fotateen
ta tires. 't his trail-el. is
In A, .,ent shape. Priced $1550.00., Peone 602O, A. Z. Farley,
J -26-c
ceton, Ky.

rST
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BUSINESS BUILDING Adjacent
at Murray Supply Company, East
Main. See Walter Conner, Conner
Implement Company, Cadiz Road.
1-17C

e owners irvest.gate the sayof life time Rooriolds Alum
to
NI Its insulated. 7 Colors
se from. Also Alum Window
and corners. Free ebtimates:
down payment. Up to 36
nths to pay. Home Comfori
ny. 108 South 12th, phone
J-19-c
3-3607.

L...--

WANTED
Re:1„bie person to pick up

I

pay
merits of $10.25 per month on a
Singer Automatic sawing machine.
Call Bill Adams PL-3-1757 or
PL-3-5480. 201 South 13th, MurTirt
ray.

odern folding chair, invalid's
Mrs.
de
and
table
dside
eurge Hart Phone PL-3-1602.
1-17-C

AY

We enjoyed the good sermon
Sunday at Sulphur Springs by
Rev. Louis Joiner: We do need
more faith to start the New Year
with, and anyone can read the
story of the recent miracle at
Kuttawa without a renewal of
faith in _God's power. he's hard
to convince. Mrs. Ruth Jones with her five
year old daughter careened off
the icy highway, t•urcring the car
upside down in Kuttawa Lake.
but .Mrs. Jones prayed and Tony
Young passing by was impelled
to wade out into the water and
peep in the car, so pulled them
through the broken window just
in tune to save them- Thank we
need to ,read the Psalms from
106 saying "Praise ye the Lord
for He, Is Good, His mercy en-

home from service and reentering
Murray College.
It's tragic that so Many homes
have burned this winter. R cently Eurie Colson's home near
Almo was destroyed, and he had
,
several small chi:drer, too.
A worthwhile venture would
be for the Homemakers cluto QZ
some other to find some building
whkh_people with surplus clothing, furniture, and
necessities
eoi Id take them to be given
away to needy families,
So many people throw away or
burn things others would be - so
&ad to have. Let's think of this
idea.

There are more than 260,000
traffic signs in New Yonk City,
-

ACROSS
1-CavIt
S-Marsh
•
I-Satisfy
12-Genus et'
olives
58-Ealat
11-Ox of Celebes
15-Season
17-Teat her
Spirited
horse
20- liaised
marks no
akin
21-Eat at
23-Simple
21-River In
'•
Wales
26- Arm, officer
siosterf
for
si.st mlii
sliver
St- Parent
311-Note of scale
114-At prea•rit
1111-Cil It• fruit
1111- Place
3l-Nigive toilet
(FL)
411-11nretelmn
43-City in lUily
45-Flawaltan
green hg
411-arternach
10-Produced
St-Ward
U-Rodent
54-Flout
14-Girl's
nickname
U-Greek letter
57-Ohnerved

durith forever."
Maybe a good resolution wouldbe to count our blessings.
It was with sadness we read
that our rural high schools, especially our home school, Concord,
are to to moved away. There
are advantages and disadvantages,
we knovs.
We are proud of the progress
Buchanan school is making. We
Mrs. Mabel
that
sorry
were
Grubbs' health compelled her to
quit teaching far a whiso oe we
consider the school fortunate in
obtaining a young minister, Rev.
Barhern. from Bethel College oi

replace her in the Erglioh Department. We now have men leachers.
Buchanan's bosket ball tearn,
MATTRESSES REBUILT LIKE
new. West Ky. Mattress Mfg. girls, and buys are still top in Co., Paducah, Ky. Murray rep- lakeconference games, but coach
resentativs T a kers Upholstery Lious Spiceland is keeping his
Shop, 10 N. 3rd. Phone PL 3- fingers crossed There are still
1-17C obstacles4513
o• ate sorry to lvitr of so
-CHECK YOUR COLD
much il.ness ond 2,.1 many deaths.
Mr1...13e.ty Patterson's-children
FAST — 3 DOSES
,
Take just 3 does BQ-6 tablets hate a.i t. reen borne recently be
ONE HALF HOUR apart. You cause • f her illness, but they hope
don't hase to wait hours for the she's improved..
Mrs. Maggie Coleman -has movsecond dose. You feel the actiorFAST. Relief from sneezing. snif- ed into one of Hubert Pittman's
fles, aches IN 90 MINUTES cis cabin's back of Concord, when
your 59r Pack at any drug ii ore, she u.,eti to live.
NON at HOLLAND DRUG CO. We're glad to see Clide Lax

DOWN
1 -Farm
animals
2-Landed
3-Bark down
4-Communion
plate
•
5-Prohibit
11-CrinjunctIon
7-Prc, lous
Mon*
-11-11fore
rational

911 DODGE 211 tun flat dump,
1011ks perfect. First class conoi,on. First class 8.25 rear, 1,50
!runt tires. Two speed reor end.
Rudy Duncan. Irvin 'Cobb Road.
J- 15-p
Route 3 Murray. .
NAVY ADDS A GUIDED MISSILE WI-The nuclear-powered
submarine'U.S.S. Holtbut slides down the ways at the Mars
its
Island Naval Shipyard, Vallejo, Calif . to give the Navy
Rear
Ann undersea craft capable gf firing guided missiles
subAdm. IS. W. Grenfen, commander of the Pacthe Fleet's
marine force, cancel ship "the moat powerhil" in the world.

FOUR HEDROOM BRICK. TWO
baths, air conditomer. cOectioc
No
heat. G I Loan available
iown payment- Phone PLaza 31-17-C

AT
0

19C

less and soggy. Stopping at noon would they need any Inviting would hive m ado their misery 61orticcir aseci. 'fkoorind trope von
worse by inaction. They went on ain't got time to get t,, Fort
Steadily until It was time to camp Home and bring ern back.for the night It was still reining
Rv
"8 u r. ain't
glanced
Mordecai would have car. , ard. around to see how Rhocia was derbut he saw that Rhoda was al- ins
Ornery devil lights were
most exhausted.
sparkling in nis eyes Thai nerd
Mordecai had spent many • always been a giveaway with nim,
,wenn he kept
'
worse night, without eves a poor- no matter bow
, ly tanned nutter° robe to grow the rest of nil tate,
f.,riSseuse Price watched them
'heavy and soggy around film. but
"Supposing Hudeon's Hay was
it it iy They seemed moth young
he was glad when tilt earn wore tiolding • pack [rata just over
ellot than he was, uie woman with
out neat dawn the next morning the mountains, un the Oreen say.
'Pie Nevem mid eager Mott, and
The others rase when tie did
Whet tot would they !lave to waft
,vith his shaggy, seedy nsir
He saw the proepatcl of • clear for word from you or anyone
lakag on • reddish boll from
land
the
around
aird
else?"
two 01 them ioi sunrise,
the mediae,
was sparkling with water beads,
"Supposii,* they was doing mat
treed there, watching the explo
Rent
moving
land
washed
clean
a
that. Ree said. 'Maybe they was
911.11 01 CIALIre on fluffy clouds It
Rn. !cies yet
mighty
the
toward
ly
sonic lett) about starting a fur
was Ll.e they were seeing a to
by days to travel. but war, lessen they was plume sure
were holding unseen
tore, like they
mind
Mordeear's
in
clear
it* Amerwans was atrsedy startagreed secret thoughts that Mor•
"We'll cook later in the morn ing it big araosgon ourselves. Th•
dem *tint know about. "It comes
ing, be said. "when the bottler itintlah don't Wats to stay werst of
up every day!" he said. "Let's
chips dry out some
the mountains. Mord."
611"*
The far distan,e grew misty
Mordecai stucheo Ree hard and
Mordecai set a hard pace. Be- with vapor when the sun struck
British Mat gulag to
(ten,. of the looks of the sunrise with full force. A wind Noes the long "The
train all the way
ne s:Ali milling to bet Old Welcher weal was chill at fleet. MO bold no pack
somewhere' in
tire rifle, against a Northwert warmed gradually as they rode from Vancouver
mountains most of the spring
rusee that it would rain before Hours later when they stopped the
lust to make sure us Americans
Pron. P.sin it did. The big wind tot breakfast, the ground was alare trying to cut each other's
carol. first, driving sand, flatten- most dry
throats.'
owe the spores gram. Prkina
Rhoda took one of her bags
-They might-if they knowed
bushes near the river Behind it and disappeared ovei a small rise
far enough in advance what could
was a mountain of rain, a leaden
When she returned. she nad
happen. How come you went clean
World of it.
changed her clothes Her earl was
to Santy Pee last robe 'Kamm,
of
defiant
tightly
was
were
She
them
braids.
of
„,ig The three
in two
Hoed' Looking for beaver counVIC grim' ed, with the pack animals Mordegai's K n stare.
bet. She ain't what she
We still tg,ot them Indian trY. You
I:Close behind thorn. They poured
• .
was, ever, when I first come out.
.the Isviles ut three or four hursea. clothes,' he sa.4, thinking to be
Stead of fIghtusg In.hins sow to
I That made about fifteen in all helpful.
make your raises, it's tighung
fillordeuar nad seen Sig Nose
"Keep them for one of your
each other to grab up what Mews
Tenzer ass making • run of It women at rendezvous!"
there is at rendezvous.
the Rocky Mountain For Co.
'I ain't got no woman at ren-Danged right use British would
• pack train. but he must be near
off and then come boiling in
hang
kept
worst
Mordecai
the
and
now,
day
standstill
.at a
II that
It they was real sure American
MO
far
ahead
was
still
was
It
behind
trip
the
of
part
ooktne
:
trying
Fur and Rocky Mountain was
Ree nail given Rhoda a blanket early far the rival American
ain't goup, to rob each other! She
catching
be
to
train
pack
covet
no
ain't
prat
Co
"There
'carrots.
ing to last, Mort They're all gobut the thought kept worrying
Ibis country." he said.
ing to try to get it while they can.
,an icy trim. No matter what a man
The nun struck Will
rut Co., So am
.fury in minutes the diary, stied thought of the American
"How?"
their ruthless
; ding hides of the ponies became he had to respect
"I'll tell you when It. time'
Mor•
ir wet and streaming. The pack way of getting results: and
Ft** grinned.
for
respect
tremendous
.pool.. snouted to stop Mordecai decal had
Mordecai Meted him again.
;reeling ta bealiad them to Keep their big. tireless mules.
care of Rhoda,
Ree'a 'Whyen't you take
understemd
didn't
still
wolfnia
pulled
He
He
' Uten't Rettig
the train?"
tie while I go on to catch
said
Ree
Witness.
his
thIS
dowil
In
around
fix
tight
am nal
Ree shoot, Ma head. "You don't
nobody. and
tor
working
strong
animal
wasn't
the
smelting
sets.
You're
that bad.
the truth, want to go
. odor of it 1112 soon as it wet Ree generally told
acared to leave her alone with
though often in a left hand way
wet
won't
up,
me. We'll all catch
that kept you guessing.
He sew Rhoda's wet skirts,
Then that no-goad outlit Mandy
to
Rise
for
signaled
Mordecai
rieninnua el they were, beginning
rya' get to renchsevouir-him. Busily se. sent out
to sag aga tuit net body Where come up beside
in time. Likely won't be anybody
sign
Rhoda
teaching
in
about
gaged
site had them hitched nigh
by then, so you can
his time be- left there
Its, lap Her flair began to come language. Ree took
or to Casa and turn
to Mordecai. take Rhoda
ahead
logging
durIt
fore
rain
"(liked
the
down as
bet over to the missionary. Likely
now?"
her
et
hood
-What
the
when
rota
Mg
She wool even kiss you goodbye,
"I'm thinking you might he figcapotr wee 421cen rook.
the way you been treating-"
to
Bay
The force of the wind died uring to invite Hudson's
"TOO CUM on wore, nor a crony
"
readesisous.
sway after • time, but the rain
Plute squaw!"
genially.
said
Ree
hell)
"
-The
continued. ice laden anti steady
Rhoda came riding up to them.
"Just that." Hudson's Say With
With water running down their
"We was lust arguing about
master
and
goods
superior
on,
their
Slopped'
fetlocks, the panties
Ree said in high humor.
get along with whisky."
peod,rig Ihrough a dismal. traders Who could
outfit
any
than
Naar
Indiana
gincimv world.
••The singing rattles rams
Mordeoel guessAt intervals they got down to in the mountains.
both sides nf her Terror
bring a heap from
wad the ponies. Rhoda's long ed the British could
her whole tieing "
was needful Celespeptieed
Wert, dragged in the mod even of whisky too, if It
describes an experience
Tab
would
it
Which
While she tried to hold them up in the trading.
sienileina ith.rts me the story
With one hand. Mordecai saw that be. certain.
continues tomorrow.
why
Is
wondering
&4'm
"All
hei .c cos were beeoming shape.
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BLAST IN TURKEY-sRescue
workers probe a caved-on bus
in the midst of rubble at the
scene of an explosion that
killed at least 20 persons in
Istanbul. Many others ware
hurt in the blast, Which Is believed to have taken place in
a newspaper office building.
-

ca

* SPECIALS THROUGH SAT *
LADIES' LONG COATS

89*

LADIES' SKIRTS (plain)

49*

MEN'S SUITS

89*

Pbone PLaz.a 3-11 74

ic..10:Y GORE, Manage.
member* of the FlOWNI. shitarn Sr the Republican
FRESNAMIN ON 'IOUS§ Here are three new women
May, Washingrum teft Sirs Jessica Well, New York Mrs. Catherine
caucus in Wasnington
tail Nov. 4 In their districts.
ton, Mrs Edna Simpson, Illinois All three were oewly elected

ONE HOUR SEKVICE,
be

NANCY

Ernie Busbmilker

I'LL BET I HAVE
THE BIGGEST
StsiOVV HOUSE
IN TOWN

sio
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s.tool -m.o. www
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wigwam.

by kw.tburn Van Runes

51LATS

CHANCES ARE SLATS ()ICiNT USE
NAME, HONEY- SO ALL
MIS
WE CAN DO IS KIND 0'oescRim
HIM, HOPIN'T'TRACK
HIM DOWN THAT
WAY--

Riewr

GOULD HIS NAME
//HAVE BEEN SLATS?

-HE WAS ABOUT TWENTY- FIVE
MA/BE OLDER--- RED HAIR
AND A TURNED-UP NOSE —
NICE-LOOKING LAD AT
THAT-- -

I'VE A
COULD OF SEEN ANYTHING!
ONE
MIND RE MUST BE STAWN' AT
DOWN
0'THEM BOARDING HOUSES
THE STREET THERE

.4

•

•••••••••••

%Boo

1.111.' ABNER
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L 350
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47-Arabian
seaport
411-Before
50-11ustc as
written
Preposi Gott
6S;

42-Pennants
43-Atter
citrate candy
44-Arrow poison
44-Gould se of
youth '

Ain St.
Next to AtiliP
and New
Parking Lot

I

rn..

111F-824D 1

ea

In- edit* in
21-Poem
30.Speck
35-Carnivorous
mammals
16 ttrant use of
17-03atr
is -(2Ige
(colt ig.)
40. F.'“ rtc
pi

ONE HOUR SERVICE

,

Tube

2a

Tro'

qINISHED APARTMENT. 1

Each

00M UM 3100MB
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M0 SOg1OSUO 00
moo 00010
30S0 UMW OM
SM300 0000 130
IMMO OMMG
IRS IMMO 0000U
:3091 000Q IOW
0131i10
0000000 SS
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S-tIters horn
10.8U Und a horn
11-Ortrans of
hearing
IS-Kind of
, cheese
.11-Pitcher
-St-to Neer East.
valleys
-Pat turn
14-an'a
Nine

Services Offered

iantiel Pianos! Pianos! (Brand
,o,,o -spinets) $399.95. Also uphis from $75.00. Winslow Piano
..rt, Downtown, Mayfield. 1-17-C

CFIAPTER 15
were riding briskly when
itifi: great, bursting sunrise
of the plains jumped suddenly In
the east_ Rhoda Marsh went slower and Mower to watch It, and
then she Stonped. Ree Semple was
tremor tier. "It's pretty at that,''
ra• mkt "lake the biggest paint.
ed woke you'll ever see "
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FIELD'S

WORLD WEEK

MORE
GROUND BEEF .

SOVIET DEPUTY PREMIER MIKOYAN
GETS PLUSH OINCIAL TREATMENT
ON U S TOUR SOT ANTI-SOVIET
PICKETS GET MESSAGE ACROSS

11•TH CONGRESS UNOEOWAY
WITH A LOT OF NEVI FACES

0

•

CAIRO (UPI) - The United

SUPPLY

Armiiticc

Nations, Mixed

Com-

mission has accu:ed Israel of
violating United Arab Republic
air space last week

natianntStores
JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALES
34.00

Cardigan and Slipover styles. Values to $7-95.
Size 34-40.

5% WOOL BLANKETS
designs.

COTTON BLANKETS... . .
•

SHOE CLEARANCE

'2.78

Rayon cotton, nylon Wend:.. Acetate edge binding's

'3.58

Reg. '3.99 BLANKET

'2.58

DOUBLE BLANKETS

Cotton, softly napped, plaid design, lockstitch
edges.

--BOY'S-DRESS OXFORDS . _ _

Womens Coats
in sizes 10 to 18

Values to
$22.50

and 38 to 44

WOMAN'S HOUSE SHOES

Values to
$29.95

15 '20

faimmismisma.
.
GIRL'S CAR COATS
Reg. $6.99, hooded

styles

in

79'
'1.57

EGGS
450 doz.
$3

$4
s6

•

NOW

Big choice of fall and winter styles in most
wanted colors. All sizes.

'4.88
size 7-14. Nat ,

:black. red.

PILLOW CASES, 22x36
Nice

lImolIth

COTTON FABRICS, 36-inch

WOMEN'S CAR COAT

'6.98

Reg. $8.99, hooded style in size 10 to 18 Solid
((-dor. plaid.

WOMEN'S HATS

/
1
2 Off

Values to $5.99, fall and
$1.99 to $5.99.

winter styles. Reg.

CHILDREN'S COATS ...... ..:.. .'3.88
Warm all wool and wool
4-12. Values to $6.99.

blend

CHILDREN'S COATS
Reg. $12.99, size
plaids.

fabrics, size

'10.88

7-14, solid

colors, checks,

First quality, assorted fancy
colors.

1

'9.00

For women. Values to $12.99. Solid colors and
plaids.
.

Up to 59e FABRICS
36-inch solid color

yd. 381

and print cottons. suiting,

ging-hams, rayon.

Up to '1.19 FABRICS
1 - - rt-tpered cottons, miracle

yd. 581
fabrics and blended

fabrics.

WIF.ST"RN JEANS
'sanforized
to 16.

coarse

GREEN BEANS

2 49"
21'

solid

now '1.00

Reg. $1.0. quality cottons in solids and plaids.

CAPRI

PANTS

•

'299

Up to $4.99 value. Blended gray flannels with
belt.

WOMEN'S SKIRTS

-

SUNSHINE HYDR"

'2.58

HOUSECLEANING
Is so Easy
when you use

Uri- to $3.99, all wool, wool Blends, tweeds,
solids, plaids.

WOMAN'S SKIRTS

now '4.00

House

CAN

Blue Bonnet

•

WOMEN'S BLOUSES

rr (UP!)

•

9-0z

39c

10c
2Vb
2 Boxes 35c

•

fa

•

Pkg

DRESSING QT

•

25c
49c
19C

ALL PIIPISI WHIM

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

'1.58

PINTS
QUARTS

Values to $2.95. Broadcloths, ginghams. Sizes
1 to 12.

CHILDREN'S DRESSES

Big Brother

c

C
19

'2.58

Values to $3.95. Solids, plaids, checks, combination's. 1-12.

WOMEN'S NYLONS..

21/2 Can

P=I N
3Z
E
j

S

2 for 1.00

Reg. 79c. First quality, 60 guage, 15 denier.
Spring shades.

2 for '3.00
weave denim. Size 6

COTTON ANKLETS

4 for $1.00

Misses triple roll. Soft spun cotton. 8

GROCERY b-tfili redr-t-stnu

to 11:

-VW

D1.1,
glass forced Chrys;
close its assembly
for the third tim
company stated a
1950 model autornot
More than 13.309
Detroit,
in
ployes
end.. and Newark,
sent home because
lacked wins2ahields
cars.

9
5C

Aunt Jernona

to 30.

•

Fruit Pies - -2 for 450
Meat Pies - -- 2for 490

i.e or Rocket

$5.99 value. Solids, plaids and tweeds. Size* 22

ALL WEATHER COATS

CORN-ON-THE-COB

"
"ortimO.7-tairl
F°1

yd. 281

prints and

19#

INSTANT COFFEE
CHUM SALMON.
POPCORN . .
MARGARINE
QUAKER OATS
Reg. Size ... 28*
Giant Size .. 691 COOKIES
MIRACLE WHIPsALAD
PANCAKE MIX.
37c
GREEN BEANS
65

hemmed.

and

CUT CORN

Special!

ea. 49c

quality, bleached

2 for 49' OKRA
2 for 49*
2 for 49'
STRAWBERRIES _ 2 for 45c BABY LIMAS
FORD HOOK LIMAS 2,49
CHERRIES
• 3 for '1.00
PEAS
2 for 390
ORANGE JUICE.. 2 cans 49'
SPINACH
2 for 390
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 2 35e
TURNIP GREENS
2 for 39'
LEMONADE
2 for 25"
BLACKEYED PEAS
2 45'
BROCCOLI
2 for 49"
PERCH FISH
3 for '1.00
BRUSSEL SPROUTS ea. 29'
CAT FISH
lb. 49c
CAULIFLOWER .
2 for 49'

PEACHES

LARGE GRADE "A"

Dress Sale
NOW

Now's the time to Save!

FOODS

SNOWDRIFT
3-lb. can 65'

Mite, smooth quality. White

NOW

Lack Of(
Forces La
Chrys

DELICIOUS...NO WASTE...

PET MILK
2 cans 29c

2 for $1.50.

81x99-INCH SHEETS

13IRDSEYE

JELLO
3 boxes 25'

'4.00

Cap toe style. Long wearing soles. Sizes 6 to 12.

Regular
$3.99 Values
Regular
$5.99 Values
Regular
$8.99 Values

After the busIne,
Aosed of, the new inc
y Girl Scot Boa
for 1959 were introit
Arlo Sprunger.
Officers are Mrs. Et
ler, president; Mrs.
ans, first vice-pre
Glinclel Reaves. secor
'dent; Mrs. Edgar !
retary: Mrs. Laverne
surer: Mrs. Bill Dods
nominating and meml
drittee With Mrs Pal
"Mrs George Hart as
Committes also in
as fellows:

Hi Ho

MAN'S '5.99 WORK SHOES . . . . '4.00

ALL WOOL and WOOL BtENDS

BACON
c
- 45

CRACKERS
I -lb. box 29'

35.00

MEN'S '5.99 SHOES

Park Avenue brand.

BACON

lb

2 for 15.00

Scuff styles, hard or crepe soles.

72,044 inches. solid color, good weight.

The Murray Girl s
met yesterdaii at the
Cabin. Mrs. fverett C
ducted a short busine
the absence of Mrs !-1
ne. the retiring pre -'

lb

CHESTNUT

c
39

Oxfords and loafers, black or tan. Sizes 6 to 12.

SOLID COLOR BLANKETS

lb
891
C
49

• •

CHEESE

and oxfords.

CHILDREN'S SHOES

New Girl
or Local

•791

•

WORTHMORE

HOOP

2 for '5.00

Women's $2.99 pumps, flats

NEI

b

SWIFT PREMIUM

OLD FASHIONED

Values to $5.99. Black or tan. Sizes 2
/
1
2.to 6. .

Doubfe bed size. Colorful plaids. Lockstitched
edges

6 to 8 Lb Avg. )

United Press Ir

lb

Sale flow on. Values Lto $3.99. Oxfords & straps. ,

Warm double blankets, big block-plaid

39,,
C
•
29

FIELD'S

Prices Slashed To New Lows
BAN LON SWEATERS

PORK ROAST rcnic Style
ROUND STEAK. .
PICNIC HAMS •.
SIRLOIN
WIENERS .

4 55

SWIFT PREMIUM

-4E1GIANS. GO HOME." RIOTS
ERUPT IN THE 1650.1.64 C.04.u0

BARGAIN GOWN
in, re twin calves. Harrimoffd has
- Paasked the Azricultural Ministry I CARDIFF Fales
M iied
Jones.
IT
was
rn:rt
grant
to
expand
tricia
a
research
Livestock
,
for
LONDON (UPI] the snow
expert Dr John Hammond says} his experiments aimed at pro- ,slay aftcr stand:ng in
Alan may be able Ito beef up , ducing twins from cows by hor- all night to buy a wedding dress
.at a sale price of 95.59ft- meat supply by producing mone injections.
MEAT

OE GAULLE INSTALLED
PRESIDENT OF FRANCE
WITH GREATEST POWER
SINCE NAPOLEON NI

ILIGGEST RESELL EIATTLI
SO FAR RAGES IN EAST
CENTRAL ALGENA AS
FRENCH REPORT KikLINO
300 ON A SINGLE DAY

CASTRO MAKES TRIUMPHAL ENTRY
PITO HAVANA. UOITUTIA TAKES
OPFICE AS PRESIDENT TRIALS FOR
"KATTST• CRIMINALS" PtOMISED

LARD

SAVINGS!
SERVICE!

DAM BREAKS NEAR
ZAmORA SPAIN
VILLAGE Of SOO
ENGUlF10. KILLING
AN ESTIMATED /00

le OF ONE FAMKY
KiLLIED AS FIEF
DESTROYS HOME /
IN OKLAHOMA

BOOST

First...
with
Local New
and
Local Pietui

brazt

Another IL300
ployes in the Do.
and Jefferscin assert.
Detroit and the
assembly plan; wil
nesday. Thursday a
next week before
.
Lclose down.
‘1
, Eventually 40.000
ployes could be al
basc manufarturin,
dyeing parts of tin
will close shortly i
halts, a Chrysler sr
Production of rep!
will continue. howe
The first basic
lants to feel the
roduction cu loa cl
ght mile parts a
lant in Detroit ai
rg, Ohio. star
here a total of '
ere sent home T
More than 90
Chryater's glass
of its windshield
cut off when em
Pittsburgh Plate C
on /strike Oct. 5.
"Resumption of
dpin Chrysler plant
on how soon non
and shipment sch
restored in the P
GlS
Co. plants,"
said.
The Spokesman
had been able to
mands until todaserves built up ts
irtisike started. The
longer than usual
ler has been shu
previously during
production by stri;
employes.
Chrysler has t
for alternate sourer
since the Pittsbun
strike started 100
has been unsucces
man said.
Pittsburgh Plat(
American Motors
II of the glass non
Ford.
But American
demands are sin
complex, has bet
supplies from oth
Ford has met it!
creasing ProdYet-i'
glass plants in
and River Rouge,
A Chrysler spot
company a
.
glass
that full operai
resumed prompt]
ment of the el
shipments, horwe
pected to preven
re,pening it§ pia
several days aft
tion was resume
Plate Glass.
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